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presents the greater danger to act out in response
to perceived personal insult. Former UN
Ambassador Bill Richardson stated that North
Koreans think differently, they take everything
very personally. Well, perhaps Kim and Donald
are really brothers!

H. Hoffman

I Speak for the Bees
Dear Alibi,
August 19 was National Honey Bee Day, a day of
celebrating one of the most important and
widespread pollinators of our food and flowers.
And we need to do more to protect honey bees
and all of our pollinators.
Honey bees pollinate many of the foods we

eat, from blueberries to almonds. In New Mexico,
beloved foods such as tomatoes are pollinated by
honey bees. Unfortunately, millions of honey bees
are dying off due to neonicotinoids, a pesticide
extremely lethal to bees. Without honey bees,
there will be big consequences for our
environment and our food supply: No honey bees
means no food.
This summer, you can help protect bees by

hosting a bee-friendly Bee-Bee-Q or picnic. It’s the
perfect way to end the summer: Join with friends
and family to enjoy delicious foods made possible
by bee pollination and cook with recipes shared by
chefs from the Bee Friendly Food Alliance, all
while helping to save the honey bees.

S. Shruti
Environment New MExico a

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address and daytime phone number via email to letters@alibi.com

or faxed to (505) 256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and clarity, and may be published in any medium.

Separated at Birth?!: Donald
Trump and Kim Jong Un
Dear Alibi,
Though the title of this comment belies logic and
science, it is certainly in keeping with the current
anti-logic and anti-science ethos which dominates
the Trump administration. Consider the data:

Trump       
-Narcissistic         
-Wanna-be God    
-Obsessed with hair
style
-Flaunts military “toys”  
-Removes those who
displease him 
-Mentally disturbed  
-Reveres his father   
-Uses hyperbole     
-Selects attractive
wive(s)  
-Speaks with bluff and
bluster   
-Provocateur      
-“Fire and Fury”      
-Miscalculating

Kim
-Narcissistic
-God
-Obsessed with hair

-Flaunts military “toys”
-Removes (kills) those
who displease him
-Mentally disturbed (?)
-Reveres his father
-Uses hyperbole
-Selects attractive wife

-Speaks with bluff and
bluster
-Provocateur
-“Sea of Fire”
-Calculating

This is not an exhaustive list. Please feel free to
add your favorites. Not a pretty picture! The
similarities are too striking to ignore. The
commonalities suggest the potential to act
primarily out of emotion with little consideration
of the consequences. In my view President Trump
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WEIRD NEWS
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Dateline: England
Police in Essex are looking for a couple who
destroyed an 800-year-old coffin by placing their
child inside for a photo. The sandstone relic was
on display at the Prittlewell Priory Museum in
Southend-on-Sea. The Southend Echo reports the
coffin was knocked off its stand on Aug. 4 when
someone lifted a child over the Plexiglass barrier
surrounding it. The incident was captured on the
museum’s security cameras. The family was
recorded leaving the museum immediately after
the incident. The stone sarcophagus was found
on the priory grounds in 1921. Inside was a
skeleton believed to be a senior monk. The priory
itself was founded in the 13th century. Once it is
repaired, the coffin will be entirely encased to
keep tourists out. “You can put all the risk
assessments in place, but you really don’t expect
people to try to get into the artifacts,” conservator
Claire Reed told The Guardian.

Dateline: England
A teenager in England figured out he could be
charged 99 pence (about $1.25) for ordering
absolutely nothing at McDonald’s using one of
the fast food chain’s new automated kiosks. A
Twitter user named Ari—who describes himself
as a “scene kid” and “pretentious thinkpiece
writer”—shared photos of his order and the
resulting receipt. “I just spent 99p for nothing at
McDonald’s,” Ari wrote. Originally the teen
planned to order a cheeseburger without pickles,
but soon realized the ordering station gave him
the option of eliminating every ingredient. So,
Ari ordered a cheeseburger with no pickles, no
onions, no ketchup, no mustard, no cheese, no
bun and no beef patty. Ari ended up with a 99p
charge and an empty bag. “This tweet actually
cost me money to make, I’m gonna be pissed off if
it doesn’t blow up,” he wrote in his tweet. Ari’s
tweet has received more than 150,000 likes and
70,000 retweets.

Dateline: England
A group of firefighters who rescued 18 baby pigs
from a burning barn celebrated by eating them.
Back in February, members of the Pewsey Fire
Station saved the 18 pigs—as well as two sows—
at a farm in Milton Lilbourne. Farm manager

Rachel Rivers promised she’d soon send along a
thank you gift. Six months later, she delivered a
collection of sausages made from the meat of the
pigs the firefighters had saved. The grateful public
servants held a barbecue. Naturally vegetarian
and animal rights activists were upset by the
ironic turn of events. People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals Director of International
Programs Mimi Bekhechi told the BBC that the
group would be sending packages of “Linda
McCartney vegan sausage” to the firemen. Rivers,
who saw plenty of online backlash for the gift,
said the owners of the free-range farm were
surprised by the reaction. “This is just what we
do—we are not an animal sanctuary.” 

Dateline: New Zealand
Authorities in rural New Zealand are baffled after
an entire freestanding bathroom was stolen from
a campsite at the Te Moana Gorge. The $5,000
toilet unit went missing between Aug. 10 and
Aug 14, leaving only a concrete pad and the
underground waste chamber beneath it. Initially,
authorities believed the toilet might have been
blown away by a storm, but a closer inspection
revealed that the bolts holding the small
outhouse building down had been removed. “It’s a
baffling theft considering how distinctively
marked the toilet is and that it was surrounded by
a chain fence and bollards,” Timaru District
Council group manager Tina Rogers told
reporters. “We’re stumped as to why someone
would go to the not inconsiderable effort to steal
the toilet. ... It isn’t even a self-contained unit
that could be easily put to another use.”
According to New Zealand’s Newshub.com,
“Police are investigating, but still have nothing to
go on.”

Dateline: Florida
Police in Kissimmee say the suspect in an auto
theft was easily nabbed by officers when he
stopped to take in the recent solar eclipse.
According to the Orange County Sheriff’s Office,
22-year-old Jocsan Feliciano Rosado was spotted
by OSCO’s Auto Theft Unit when he parked a
recently stolen vehicle at a Harbor Freight store
on Osceola Parkway. Rosado went inside the
hardware store, purchased a welding mask to
“safely view the solar eclipse” and returned to the
parking lot. According to a post on the Sheriff’s
Office Facebook page, “As Rosado was standing
in the parking lot next to the stolen car, with the
welding helmet on and looking up at the eclipse,
deputies swooped in and made an arrest.” Rosado
was charged with third-degree grand theft. “He
never saw it coming,” the department wrote.
“That only happens every 99 years.”  a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird news

to devin@alibi.com.
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P E R S O N A L  E N R I C H M E N T

VOYAGE TO ISTRIA :  Italy, Slovenia & Croatia
Experience the history-steeped gems of the Venetian Republic from Italy to Slovenia 

and Croatia. Follow the cobbled squares and winding canals of the floating city of 

Venice, before setting sail on the sparkling Adriatic Sea in the ideal season-when 

the weather’s mild and the summer crowds are thinning out. You’ll enjoy exclusive 

Discovery Series events, including an olive-oil tasting, and feel the warmth of a 

Slovenian welcome during a Home-Hosted Visit. Walk in ancient footsteps at Roman 

Aquileia, and find inspiration where James Joyce once did in Trieste.   

Nov 19-30   Starts at $3195 

This is a small ship so space is limited. Price does not include airfare.  

Optional airfare from Albuquerque $1160.

MOSAIC TILING: An Introduction 
Discover the ancient art of mosaic tiling and, using modern tools and tiles. You’ll 

learn about design, cutting tiles, adhesives and grouting. After honing your skills on 

a smaller practice piece, you’ll have time to complete a larger mosaic of your own 

design. No artistic ability or experience is required. All tiles, tools and other supplies 

will be provided in class. 

Nov 1-Dec 13  Wed 6:00PM - 8:30PM  $105
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NEWS | iNTErviEW

Talking with Susan Wheeler-
Deichsel

Mayoral candidate is compassionate, ready to lead

BY AUGUST MARCH

S
usan Wheeler-Deichsel wants to be your next
mayor. Possessed of a wise grin, the earnest
enthusiasm of a child of the ‘60s, a lifetime of

experience as a community activist and
practically no standing as a professional political
entity—a good thing in this reporter’s opinion—
Wheeler-Deichsel drives herself around this
town in a SUV that sports magnetic stickers
proclaiming her candidacy. With a small but
dedicated staff that includes her city of
Albuquerque-employee husband, this candidate
for Burque’s top political post walks from door to
door, attends just about every forum, meet-up
and election activity scheduled in this town,
making a slow but steady march toward
implementing her inherently progressive,
consummately compassionate and humanly
homegrown agenda.
An urbanist by trade and a working person

throughout her life, Wheeler-Deichsel displays
an interesting mix of gravitas and good-natured
humility as she seeks a post many in the media
say she cannot possibly win. That potential
outcome hasn’t daunted this hopeful however.
Susan—as she prefers potential constituents to
call her—is in it to win it.
Weekly Alibi chatted with Susan about her
candidacy, about the town she calls home and
most importantly how her possible ascent as
madam mayor portends a sea change in the way
Burque’s citizens—and ultimately its political
class—do business.

Weekly Alibi: Why do want to be mayor of
Albuquerque?
Susan Wheeler-Deichsel: The reason I decided
to run for mayor—there are manifold reasons of
course—but the main reason has do with the fact
that, for the last nine years, I’ve been working
really, really hard on various projects in the city
of Albuquerque, projects designed to improve
the whole lot of the city, to change its direction.
It became really apparent to me that one of the
big impediments to moving such projects forward
was pushback from City Hall. At first, I didn’t
consider that I’d be any type of viable anything,
and I wasn’t particularly interested in politics.
But I realized that the mayor’s office was going to
be wide open in 2017. I asked two gentlemen—
separately—who are also involved in my group
Urban ABQ, if they were interested. They both
said no, but also said, “But Susan, what about
you?” I understood that it was difficult to get any
of these urban projects done without the
cooperation of City Hall. I fought this idea for
more than three years. But I did the math and
decided, though I don’t have political
experience, I have the knowledge to be able to
do that job, and I wanted to do that job. I
realized I can move the city forward in a positive

way. When I found out that the city charter
required nonpartisanship for these types of
elections, it was like falling love.

How has today’s political climate affected our
progress, and has that climate affected the
presentation of issues for this race?
I think there are a couple of factors here. One is
that we don’t teach civics [successfully] in school.
So some adults are finishing high school without
an awareness of how civic life proceeds. They
don’t have an awareness of the political process.
Second, if they do have this awareness, or have
learned about it through friends and family, they
feel disenfranchised because they see [political]
influence being purchased by money. After
Citizens United, it became clear, once
corporations began to be viewed as people by the
political establishment, that money equals
political influence. Lots of our local citizens have
given up on politics because they feel they can’t
influence progress with their votes. And they’re
really tired of the polarization caused by a
[money-oriented] two-party system.

How do changes to the structure of local
political culture occur, especially without lots
of money being involved?
There’s the rub, there’s the big question. My
small group of volunteers, myself, my husband,
my supporters are looking at that question every
day. I have limited assets to work with; We’re
going to be canvassing the Northeast Heights
and Taylor Ranch areas to ask voters what they
think of that essential idea. Everywhere I go I
talk to people [about changing and evolving the
current system].

Ultimately, what will it take to make
Albuquerque a better place to live?
First we should finish the requirements of the
DOJ settlement; then we should slowly build up
our police force. Let’s make being a cop in
Albuquerque an attractive roll to fill. The cops
that were good cops, the one’s who’ve never used
excessive force, have a great passion for their jobs

and they felt dismissed by the DOJ agreement.
They need to be lifted back up. They all need to
know that they’re valued.

What about all the local cultural problems that
underlie policing issues?
These problems—systemic poverty, drug
addiction for examples—are not going to be
solved overnight. But one thing we have to do is
own them. We need to acknowledge that
systemic poverty in particular drives much of the
crime here in Albuquerque. There are many
families among our impoverished and homeless
population; most of them aren’t panhandlers or
criminals. The resistance to dealing with our
poor has almost been puritanical ... coming from
those who are living lives of privilege. We need
to put moral judgments aside and just take care
of our people.

How do you envision such a change of heart
and motivation happening in this city?
It has to do with the level of compassion from
both citizens and government. For example,
people that we hire to do things—like work on
the streets—we need to pay them a decent,
living wage. Right now, we’re barely paying
Police Service Aides a living wage; that needs to
change, our priorities have to change, from the
mayor’s office on down. This is a community. 

How do you view your chances of being
elected?
We’re pushing forward everyday. As I wake up, I
think, can I do this, just one more day? Today,
can I do it today? Sometimes I get depressed and
think no, and that all the others [candidates]
involved are good people. But then I’ll go out
into the city and somebody will come up to me
and say, “Hey I saw you on TV ... ” and I know I
can do it. I sort of feel like the Blues Brothers,
the mission from God bit. And I’m not terribly
religious. I don’t know what the [others’]
endgame is, but I’m headed toward the finish line
too. a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEE

Acting Education Secretary Promoted
Gov. Susana Martinez announced last week that
Christopher Ruszkowski, acting secretary of
education since Hanna Skandera’s resignation in
June, will be taking the position on permanently. In
a press release published on the governor’s
website, Martinez said, “I’m confident that
Christopher will bring the energy, enthusiasm and
leadership needed to help New Mexico’s students
succeed in the classroom.” But some teachers and
education employees are concerned with his views
on standardized testing in general and PARCC in
particular. Ruszkowski has openly criticized
teachers unions for not offering up more solutions
to the state’s education problems. He also
criticized the Albuquerque Public Schools district,
which he says has failed to properly implement
“data-driven” instruction and state reforms.
Ruszkowski recently met with APS
Superintendent Raquel Reedy, who says she
supports the new secretary’s academic plans for
the district. Ruszkowski first made his mark in New
Mexico in April 2016, when he came to oversee
the Public Education Department’s research
agenda, policies and academic priorities. Before
that, he worked for the Delaware Department of
Education. Until the New Mexico Senate officially
confirms his appointment, Ruszkowski will be
considered secretary-designate, which has the
same authority as the education secretary.

Fluoride Decision Postponed
The Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility
Board considered a proposal last week that would
have resumed supplemental fluoridation of
Albuquerque’s drinking water. The proposal
requested $260,000 in capital appropriations to
pay for equipment needed to see the project
through. A number of speakers both for and
against fluoridation spoke to the Utility Board last
week, where members voted against taking up a
funding measure for immediate action. New
measures cannot be considered for immediate
action unless five of the seven voting members
agree, under the Board’s rules. Only three
members voted to consider the measure,
postponing the decision until Sept. 20. The US
Public Health Service changed the federal drinking
water standards in 2015, recommending that
water systems contain 0.7 milligrams per liter of
fluoride to prevent tooth decay. Supplemental
fluoridation of Albuquerque’s water stopped in
2011. The practice began in 1972. 

No Violations Found in Investigation of

Navajo Housing Authority
After months of criticism, the Navajo Housing
Authority was cleared of any wrongdoing by
investigators with the US Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Regional investigators
visited housing projects on the Navajo reservation
in New Mexico and Arizona earlier this year. They
were investigating claims that federal grant money
was being misspent by the authority. According to
a report published by the Arizona Republic last
year, only 1,110 homes were built on the
reservation over the last 10 years, using over
$803 million in federal block grant funding. The
investigators interviewed residents and reviewed
housing plans and contracts between the Navajo
Housing Authority and developers. The report
found one incident in Arizona in which the housing
authority did not retain legal control of a site,
causing some houses to stay vacant for a number
of years. Otherwise, investigators reported that
reforms taken by the Navajo Housing Authority
over the last few years have resulted in improved
oversight. According to the report, which was
made public last week, the danger of the authority
misspending government funds is low.  a

Mayoral candidate Susan Wheeler-Deichsel COURTESY OF THE CANDIDATE, VIA SUSANFORABQ.COM
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NEWS | NM PolitiCal REPoRt

BY ANDY LYMAN VIA NM POLITICAL REPORT

D
uring the 1992 United States presidential

election, political commentator James

Carville first made a name for himself as a

political spin doctor who helped get Bill

Clinton elected to the White House.

The 1992 documentary, The War Room,

shows Carville giving campaign staffers a last

minute pep talk the night before the election.

“There’s a simple doctrine,” Carville said with

a southern drawl. “Outside of a person’s love,

the most sacred thing that they can give is

their labor.” Pushing through tears, Carville

called himself a “political professional.”

“That’s what I do for a living. I’m proud of it.”

There’s no hyperbolic “Ragin’ Cajun” in

the Albuquerque mayoral spotlight, but

analysis of campaign records shows that

several of the eight candidates are relying on

the labor and spin of campaign managers and

consultants. All of the candidates combined

have spent more than a half-million dollars

just on political staff and consultants. Some

local campaign managers and consulting firms

have already collected from $50,000 to

$100,000 since the race began earlier this

year.

It’s no surprise candidates and their

campaign staff are leery of publicly sharing

strategies. Without a documentary film crew

following candidates around, the only glimpse

Albuquerque residents get of campaign

spending are line items in a spreadsheet

noting “campaign staff” or “consulting fee.”

Stewart Bragg runs Dan Lewis’ campaign

and has been paid $78,000 since February.

Bragg declined to divulge what specific

services Lewis pays him for, other than general

consulting. In an email to NM Political

Report, Bragg said the Lewis camp is keeping

their “campaign strategy close to the vest with

Election Day less than 7 weeks away.” Bragg

added that “every cent spent has been aimed

at spreading Dan’s vision to combat crime,

create a booming economy, and renew ABQ.”

Ricardo Chaves, who personally loaned his

campaign more than $500,000, has shelled

out almost $129,000 for consulting fees.

That’s about 95 percent of the total amount

his campaign has spent. The majority of that

money was $100,000 paid to Republican

campaign consultant Bob Cornelius.

Cornelius did not respond to NM Political

Report’s questions on his spending.

Brian Colón, who has raised the most

money so far—$700,167—spent about

$124,000 on consulting fees and polling. That

cash is spread out amongst eight different

agencies and people, ranging from strategy

and fundraising agencies to payroll companies.

The companies Dark Horse Strategy Group

and Global Strategy Group account for about

$30,000 of the campaign’s spending. The

campaign also paid political staff Michael

Barndollar and Pasquale Guerra Luz about

$25,000, as well.

Tim Keller’s campaign has hired the

progressive campaign consulting company,

Rio Strategies, paying about $64,000 for

campaign staff salaries or consulting. An

independent expenditure committee pushing

for Keller spent another approximately $6,000

on both legal and consulting fees. Keller’s

campaign did not respond to questions by

press time.

Political campaigns don’t
just organically happen
While monthly payments of $700 to $3,000

for consultants may seem like a lot of money,

some political consultants say the spending

isn’t straightforward.

Heather Brewer ran Deanna Archuleta’s

campaign until Archuleta dropped out of the

race to care for her father. Brewer said

campaign consultants perform a wide

spectrum of jobs. “That can range from literal

consulting of, ‘I’m going to give you my

opinion every now and again when you need

it,’ all the way into ‘I’m going to manage every

minute of the campaign,’” Brewer said.

Jon Lipshutz has worked on a number of

Democratic campaigns and told NM Political

Report running a campaign is complicated

and hard to accurately monetize. “I’ve always

been of the opinion that whether you’re

paying $100 or $100,000, all that matters in

the end is whether or not the campaign was

run successfully,” Lipshutz said. “Who’s to

Consulting with
Candidates

Political gurus influence local race

NMPR  continues on page 11 
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Dear Gabacha: Haddad is a chingona, but there’s a
bunch of similarly subversive mujeres in Mexican
music and performance art, from the days of Lola
Beltrán and Gloria Trevi through the late, great
Jenni Rivera and Rita Guerrero of Santa Sabina.
There’s more to Mexican female art that Frida
Kahlo, gentle cabrones.

Dear Mexican: My “Mexican”
workmates get very excited to go see
Latin bands. (I say “Mexican” because
some have been here so long they
don’t speak Spanish well). These
people put salsa on the jukebox
whenever they get a chance. They
clamor for Mexi-music at holiday
parties. They seem to wrap

themselves in the Mexican flag. I’ve
seen their record collections, and there’s

a bunch of classic rock and reggae—but, if it
has Latin flavor, then they’re all over it. They
even start speaking with accents. We’re talking
post-grad degrees, third- or fourth-generation.
Question: Why can’t they motivate to see rock
or reggae at free shows around town, but then
get so easily excited about Latin bands?

—Bruja in HB

Dear Huntington Beach Witch: Because free rock
or reggae shows tend to vale madre. But I really
don’t get your question. So you’re mad that
assimilated Mexican-Americans like Mexican
music? Why aren’t you mad at Italian-Americans
for worshipping at the altar of Dean Martin and
Frank Sinatra? Or Southerners for wishing to see
bluegrass remain as pure as a mountain spring in
the Bluegrass? That’s right: because they’re not
Mexican. To paraphrase the old Annie Get Your
Gun song “Anything You Can Do, I Can Do
Better”: Anything Americans can do, Mexicans
can’t because we’re just illegal alien savages to
them. And they wonder why we planned the
Reconquista … a
Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net. Be

his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

SPEcial MUJERES EDitioN

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: Why do so many Mexican
women feel so jealous when
other Mexican women achieve

success? I have to deal with this all
the time. Please explain. 

—A Successful Mexican
Woman

Dear Pocha: Because cishet
patriarchy—DUH. 

Dear Mexican: How do I get over
my consciousness about being seen
as a “sell-out” for dating a white guy? I
think if I was a receptionist, I’d feel less
troubled, but I’m a professional and hate fitting
into the stereotype of the successful Latina with
the hyphenated last name. Is there any way that
a chola from East LA and a surfer from Malibu
would not be seen as an odd couple?

—Loca Pero No Naca

Dear Crazy but Not Trashy: You’re not a sell-out
for dating gabachos; you’re a vendida for thinking
you’re better than others because you’re a
“professional.” And a secretary isn’t? Maybe the
Malibu crowd think you’re a maid, and maybe the
Eastlos crowd think your surfer is some hipster
douchebag.

Dear Mexican: Why have you all kept Astrid
Hadad such a secret? I just saw a show about
her, and for God’s sakes! A woman who has a
huge set of tits made into a skirt? This woman
really, really needs a bigger audience for her act.
Does she ever come to El Norte? Could you
ask? Please? She has a wit like a razor for
everyone. Pretty cool—if nothing else, get her
name out as she is very cool.

—Galloping Gorda the Pavement Crusher

oPiNioN | ¡aSK a MEXicaN!

NEWS | NM Political REPoRt

NMPR continued from page 10

really say what that’s really worth?” Further,

Lipshutz said, campaigns need leadership and

organization, which is often where a highly-

paid manager comes into play. “The fact is

that political campaigns don’t just organically

happen,” Lipshutz said

But one novice candidate argues grassroots

campaigns are just that and, by definition,

happen naturally, without a campaign

manager. Twenty-two year old Gus Pedrotty, a

recent college graduate, said his campaign

can’t afford to pay a consulting firm or full-

time staff, and added that he wouldn’t

necessarily want to hire consultants. “We

believe a grassroots structure means doing

what you can through the community, not

through professional groups that have been set

up with large structures and systems already in

place,” Pedrotty said. “I think there’s a

mishandling of the term ‘grassroots’ in today’s

political climate.” Pedrotty has raised and

spent a fraction of what other candidates

have.

Bernalillo County Commissioner Wayne

Johnson has spent about $20,000 on

fundraising consulting and campaign staff.

Michelle Garcia Holmes spent less than $500

on voter data. And Susan Wheeler-Deichsel

has spent about $3,000 on campaign staffers.

All of the candidates are required to file

another six spending reports, through the

election on Tuesday, Oct. 3. a

Read more stories like this at

NMpoliticalreport.com
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF AUG 31-SEPT 6

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUGUST 31

HELP IS HERE

Maybe this is your first semester of
college and the anxiety is setting in.
Perhaps you’re feeling depressed about
a relationship. Or could it be that
you’ve dealt with something traumatic
in the past and are trying to fend off
the varied symptoms of PTSD? Whatever
you’re dealing with, show up to The
Psychiatrist is In, a free quarterly
event brought about by Bookworks and
Pulitzer-nominated psychiatrist Dr. Dora
Calott Wang. They’re teaming up to
bring mental health into the spotlight.
Go to get your questions answered and
discover some apps for anxiety and
depression. The healing begins at 6pm
on Thursday, Aug. 31, at Bookworks.
BOOKWORKS 4022 RIO GRANDE NW, 6 TO
7:30PM alibi.com/v/5685. (Renée Chavez) a

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 1

HELPING THOSE WHO HELP
THEMSELVES

I’ve heard that produce tastes better when you grow it
yourself. I’m hoping that holds true for stuff you pick
yourself, because the Green Chile U-Pick Celebration
is happening this Saturday, Sept. 2, at Big Jim Farms.
Enjoy food trucks, live music, face painting and a photo
booth. And when you’re done with that, pick your own
GMO-free green chile (naturally grown from heritage
seeds using no pesticides or chemicals) and have it
roasted right there. Parking will be at the Los Ranchos
Agri-Nature Center with shuttles to Farmer’s Daughters
& Big Jim Farms. Tickets cost $5 for adults and $3 for
kids 12 and under. Cash, cards, checks and WIC checks
accepted. BIG JIM FARMS 4317 RIO GRANDE, alibi.com/v/569j.
(Joshua Lee) a

ANTIFA FILMS FOR ALL

See the multi-award winning film Neruda this Thursday, Aug. 31, at the National Hispanic Cultural Center in
the Bank of America Theatre. This free, 7pm showing is part of the Bank of America Thursday Film Series
showcase which gives Burqueños the opportunity to see international, award-winning films for free every single
Thursday of the year (omitting holidays). Neruda follows the fictitious tale of the world-renowned poet Pablo
Neruda as he goes underground to dodge fascist police who attempt to make an example of the communist
writer. The R-rated, 107 minute biographical drama will keep viewers on the edge of their seats from start to
finish. NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW, 7PM alibi.com/v/55xb. (Rini Grammer) a

VIA IMDB

FLY AWAY HOME

Dial 1-800-Sandals and book your spot at Corpus Arts this
Friday, Sept. 1, for the release of High-Desert Cruise, the
latest zine off the presses of Trapset Zines. Your vibrations will
surely rise as you flip through the collection of photos by
Leonard Fresquez accompanied by a narrative by Chase
Witter, each tapping into the peculiar and particular spirituality
of our singular resort town. We set sail Downtown at about
7pm, and the first 100 guests receive a complimentary “vibe
insulating” mug with zine purchase. It’s free to attend, but
bring a 20 to buy a copy for your shelf. CORPUS ARTS 123 SEVENTH
STREET NW, 7 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/55wp. (Maggie Grimason) a

COURTESY OF LEONARD FRESQUEZ

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 2

WE ALL WINE ON

Is it really Labor Day Weekend
without a wine festival? End
summer the right way—in a tipsy,
grape-flavored stupor this year at
the Harvest Wine Festival
happening Sept. 2-4 at Balloon
Fiesta Park. Sample over 100
wines (that come from over 20
wineries), listen to some tunes
from live bands, do your own
wine-pairing with food available
there and browse art from local
artists. The festival runs from noon-
6pm on Saturday and Sunday,
and noon-4pm on Monday. Tickets
to this all ages, end-of-summer
celebration are $15-$20 and
parking is free. BALLOON FIESTA PARK
5000 BALLOON FIESTA NE, NOON TO 6PM
alibi.com/v/53o9. (Taylor Grabowsky) a

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 6

SEVEN-P-M

On Wednesday, Sept. 6,
the masters of the loop
pedal El Ten Eleven return
to Albuquerque on tour
for their new EP, Unusable

Love, released Aug. 18.
The instrumentalists
collaborated with singer
Emile Mosseri on this EP,
making it the first El Ten
Eleven project with vocals.
Prepare for a night full of
tasty licks and danceable
beats. LA-based band
Sego will open the show
at Sister. Doors open at
7pm. Ages 21+. Tickets
are $12, or $15 at the
door. SISTER 407 CENTRAL

NW, 7PM alibi.com/v/55u5.

(Robin Babb) a

COURTESY OF DORA WANG

VIA WIKICOMMONS
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 31
FRESH BISTRO 50s and 60s Speed Dating. Enjoy appetizers
and drinks while meeting an array of people in a romantic atmos-
phere. 7319 Fourth Street NW. $35. 6:30pm. 985-8449.
alibi.com/v/53dj.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE VIPASSANA CENTER Meditation Gathering.
Meditation followed by a discussion. Chairs and cushions provided.
200 Rosemont NE. Donations encouraged. 6:30-8pm.
alibi.com/v/4gfe.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Basics For The Beginner. Learn
fundamental skills that set a strong foundation for understanding
this timeless dance. 7-8pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4rlz. Also, Bachata.
Learn about the basics of this Latin dance and Dominican music.
8-9pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4rnh. Also, Body Movement and
Isolation. Explore a variety of movements while focusing on
control, balance and strength. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 9-10:15pm.
13+. 268-1558. alibi.com/v/4roy.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO A Life of Great
Meaning. Meditate on the idea of compassion and wisdom to
become a true friend of the world. 142 Monroe NE. $10.
7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 292-5293. alibi.com/v/53ys.

MANZANO MESA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Wise Women
Belly Dance. Perform basic techniques of this ancient dance
form. 501 Elizabeth SE. $5-$10. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 280-3638.
alibi.com/v/4ydq.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. Zumba, Latin
dancing and kickboxing for all levels. 3215 Central NE. $5.
4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/54wp.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Boomers Plus Beginning
Flamenco. A gentle flamenco class for adults and seniors. Entry
level class for the absolute beginner. 1620 Central SE. $13.
Noon-1pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/55pp.

RIO RANCHO YOGA, Rio Rancho Gentle Flow Yoga. A gentle yoga
flow. 10-11:05am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/54m4. Also,
1650 Abrazo SE. $10. 5:35-6:35pm. ALL-AGES! See previous
listing. 514-9429.

STUDIO SWAY 5Rhythms Sweat. Learn about movement medi-
tation. 1100 San Mateo NE. $13. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 847-5860.
alibi.com/v/4ufh.

FRIDAY SEPT 1
FORT MARCY PARK, Santa Fe Burning of Zozobra. Old Man Gloom
goes up in flames with all the troubles of the last year. 490 Bishops
Lodge. $10. 9:15pm. (505) 955-2500. alibi.com/v/55a6.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER New
Mexico Ballroom Dance Month. Beth and Dom Ciccone give a
demonstration of ballroom dancing. 12:30-1:30pm. ALL-AGES!
764-6475. alibi.com/v/5664. Also, Beyond Meditation:
Community HU Chant. Chant HU, a once secret name for God.
7521 Carmel NE. 7-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 505-265-7388  .
alibi.com/v/560g.

SATURDAY SEPT 2
JEMEZ SPRINGS PLAZA, Jemez Springs Bigfoot BBQ and Blues
Festival. Dr. Christopher Dyer discusses bigfoot sightings. Visitors
enjoy smoked barbecue, handcrafted brews, live music, arts and
crafts, and wood carved art. 080 Jemez Springs Plaza. 11am-4pm.
ALL-AGES! (575) 829-3540. alibi.com/v/55m3.

RAVEN ART CENTER Women’s Clothing Exchange. Bring one full
grocery bag or more of clean, unscented clothes to trade. Leftover
items donated to a women’s shelter. 301 Washington SE. $5.
9am-noon. ALL-AGES! 204-1437. alibi.com/v/561i.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Family Art
Workshop. Create art with your family. 2000 Mountain NW. $1-$4.
1-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4te5.

MAMA’S MINERALS Kids Rock Geology Class. Kids learn basic
concepts of geologic time, the rock cycle and types of rocks while
they learn about beautiful crystals, minerals, fossils, and stones.
Reservations required. 800 20th Street NW. 10-11am. 266-8443.
alibi.com/v/564u.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Raised Bed
Gardening and Composting. The basics of utilizing compost for
raised bed gardening in desert climates. 6500 Coors NW.
9:30am-12:30pm. alibi.com/v/565h.

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Downtown Walking Tour. Learn about
the diverse settlers and their contributions to local history.
100 Central SW. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0586.
alibi.com/v/4opd.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Sustainable Gardening Practices.
Master Gardner Peter Sinanian shares sustainable gardening
practices such as water conservation, building soil and sensible
planning. 3407 Juan Tabo NE. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260.
alibi.com/v/55g4.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
SANDIA SPEEDWAY No Coast Drift Party 7. Watch the fastest
and best local drivers race exceptionally modified vehicles.
100 Speedway Park SW. 20. 11am. ALL-AGES! 550-8899.
alibi.com/v/52l0.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HIGH DESERT YOGA Prenatal Yoga. Learn breathing practices,
movements and pain coping techniques to help ease the common
discomforts of pregnancy while preparing the body and mind for
pregnancy, labor and birth. 10:45am-12:15pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/51y3. Also, Restorative Yoga. Explore long-held, well-
supported postures with guided relaxation and mindful breathing
for a to reduce stress, emotional and physical fatigue, and anxiety.
4600 Copper NE. $18. 12:45-2:15pm. ALL-AGES! 227-7965.
alibi.com/v/51yh.

NEW MEXICO HEALING RESOURCES Yoga, Breathwork, Tea and
Community. Enjoy a healthy alterative to a Saturday night out
focusing on mindful breathwork. 8501 Candelaria NE. $12-$20.
5pm. ALL-AGES! 506-8032. alibi.com/v/557d.

SUNDAY SEPT 3
KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACEMusic and Movement. Kids learn
fundamentals of music and dance through integrative methods
of teaching movement and sound together. 3215 Central NE.
$10. 12:45-1:45pm. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55am.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
SANDIA SPEEDWAY No Coast Drift Party 7. 100 Speedway
Park SW. 20. 11am. ALL-AGES! See 9/2 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View.
A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of
agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. 6500 Coors NW.
$5-$15. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5496.

ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Public Sitting and
Meditation. Practice meditation with other community members.
1102 Mountain NW. 10am-noon. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/534k.

ALBUQUERQUE VIPASSANA CENTER Meditation Gathering.
200 Rosemont NE. Donations encouraged. 6:30-8pm. See 8/31
listing.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba and Kickboxing. All level
inclusive class. 3215 Central NE. $5-$8. 11am-12:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/54zh.

TINGLEY BEACH Yoga on the Bosque. An all level flow class over-
looking the Rio Grande. 1800 Tingley SW. 7-8pm. 362-3617.
alibi.com/v/4yhp.

MONDAY SEPT 4
KIDS
¡EXPLORA! School’s Out Camp. Kids explore the science behind
carnival attractions, including balloon games, roller coasters,
balancing acts and more. 1701 Mountain NW. $75-$90.
9am-4:30pm. 224-8346. alibi.com/v/55r3.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery
Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group that
brings together the practice of meditation, Buddhist teachings
and the 12 steps of recovery integrating the basic sanity of the
Dharma and the basic goodness of meditation.
1102 Mountain NW. $5. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/535x.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Rhythm and Timing. Learn about
the different instruments that make up a salsa song to connect
better to the music through dance. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
alibi.com/v/4qkf. Also, Salsa Level One. Build on the fundamen-
tals of salsa dancing by reinforcing the basic steps, essential
footwork, turning and spin techniques, as well as leading and
following methods. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 8:30-9:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qmn.

and get started on a path to � nancial w
ellb

ein
g!

Call 243.6566 or register online 

at www.homestartnm.org/classes

Sign up today!

Homestart offers FREE Financial Fitness and 

Homebuyer Education workshops in both 

English and Spanish to help you proactively 

manage your money, plan for the future, and 

make smart home purchase decisions.

Financial Fitness 

for Life
Sept. 16, Spanish, in ABQ

Sept. 16, English, in Santa Fe

Oct. 21, Spanish, in Santa Fe

Oct. 21, English, in ABQ

Homebuyer 

Education
Sept. 5, 12 & 19, English, in   
  Santa Fe
Sept. 23, English, in Santa Fe
Sept. 23, English, in ABQ
Oct. 7, Spanish, in Santa Fe

Visit our website for a complete listing of classes.

Yes!
say

UPCOMING CLASSES:
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HILAND THEATER Bentley Zumba. High energy dance class for all
levels. 4800 Central SE. $6. 5:45-6:45pm. 13+. 489-9168.
alibi.com/v/55wc.

ST. TIMOTHY’S LUTHERAN CHURCH Silent Meditation Group. One
hour of silence for meditators of strong determination.
211 Jefferson NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES! 450-3409. alibi.com/v/4fj5.

TUESDAY SEPT 5
PRESBYTERIAN NORTHSIDEMeals On Wheels Volunteer Orientation.
Learn how to help the local meal assistant program by becoming a
driver, kitchen assistant or office aide. 5901 Harper NE. 2-3pm.
ALL-AGES! 823-8064. alibi.com/v/5531.

LEARN
ASBURY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Money Academy Class.
Biblical financial principles teach how to take control of a financial
situation and change perspectives on how to manage God’s
resources. Childcare provided. 10000 Candelaria NE. 10am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 314-3470. alibi.com/v/555y.

OSO GRANDE TECHNOLOGIES ABQ Speaks Up. Improve public
speaking and leadership skills by delivering prepared or impromptu
speeches in front of an audience. 725 Sixth Street NW. $0-$20.
12:30-1:30pm. 18+. 277-8482. alibi.com/v/4ybj.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Meditation in Everyday
Life. Shastri Solyntjes teaches peaceful abiding meditation, basic
goodness and ways that meditation practice can improve the
quality of daily life. Registration required. 1102 Mountain NW. $50.
7-9pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/536f.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Essentials: Ladies Techniques.
Focus on fundamental and essential skills necessary to become
stronger in partner dance. 7-8pm. alibi.com/v/4qo4. Also, Spin
and Turning Techniques. Develop control, strength and balance on
the dancefloor. $12. 8-9pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4qpl. Also, Body
Movement and Isolation. Explore a variety of movements while
focusing on control, balance and strength. 130 Jackson NE. $12.
9-10pm. 13+. 268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qr2.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. 3215 Central NE.
$5. 5:25-6:25pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31 listing.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Boomers Plus Beginning
Flamenco. 1620 Central SE. $13. Noon-1pm. See 8/31 listing.

WEDNESDAY SEPT 6
KIDS
SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Superhero Cuffs Craft. Make superhero
cuffs. Choose between Batman, Superman or Wonder Woman logos.
All materials provided. Children must be accompanied by an adult.
1025 Broadway SE. 3-5pm. 764-1742. alibi.com/v/55gw.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Family Craft. Make an old-fashioned
fidget spinner. 5700 Bogart NW. 3:30-5:30pm. 897-8816.
alibi.com/v/564w.

LEARN
FATPIPE One Million Cups. Entrepreneurs share the stories of their
business, how they started and why, how they managed to grow, as
well as the opportunities and challenges they’ve faced along the
way. 200 Broadway NE. 9-10am. 13+. alibi.com/v/5592.

NEW CITY CHURCH True North Financial Ministries: Money
Academy. A comprehensive financial course that includes training
in communication, goal-setting, building a budget, increasing
savings and eliminating debt. 6300 San Mateo. 6:30-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 314-3470. alibi.com/v/51nz.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Public Sitting and
Meditation. Practice meditation with other community members.
1102 Mountain NW. 6-7pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5359.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa On Two Footwork. An introduction
to a variety of footwork techniques and improve your sense of
rhythm and timing. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4rj0.

HILAND THEATER Bentley Zumba. 4800 Central SE. $6.
5:45-6:45pm. 13+. See 9/4 listing.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. 3215 Central NE.
$5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31 listing.

THE SOURCE Prana Vinyasa Flow. An intermediate level yoga class.
1111 Carlisle SE. $5. 5:30-6:45pm. 13+. 508-1331.
alibi.com/v/4ys8.

ST. TIMOTHY’S LUTHERAN CHURCH Silent Meditation Group.
211 Jefferson NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES! See 9/4 listing.

YOGASAAR Yin Restore Yoga. Focus on long-held postures to calm
the mind and increase joint mobility and overall flexibility.
2205 Silver SE. $10. 7:15-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 227-7765.
alibi.com/v/53i0.
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Weekly alibi turns 25
What I’ve learned over a decade of making newspapers

BY PETER KARLSEN

“B
ut, Karlsen,” you say, “why aren't you

telling us about all 25 years?” Well,

astute reader of headlines and

subheadlines, I've only worked here for 11 of

them. “But, Karlsen, why are you the one writing

this? Surely there's someone more qualified to

write the 25th Anniversary story—someone

who's been there from the beginning.” Of course

there is. We have several staffers who have been

here writing, running wires and designing or

publishing since the very first issue (or at least

the first volume). However, nobody really cares

about a 25th Anniversary article. Just ask Dan

Savage; The Stranger published their 25th

Anniversary and he was keen enough to observe,

“I don't think readers feel sentimental about the

publications they read. Editors feel sentimental

about the papers they edit, writers feel

sentimental about the papers they write for, and

publishers feel sentimental about the papers they

run into the ground … But readers don't care.” I

almost completely agree with him. Readers

probably don't care. In our case, however,

neither did the writers, editors or publishers so

the buck got passed right on over to Peter

Karlsen's desk, and at the desk of Peter Karlsen,

just like on that of fellow chump President

Henry Truman is a sign that reads “The Buck

Stops Here,” which means that I'm the guy that

ends up doing it. So, not that you care but since

we're writing this anyway, what have I learned

over a decade of working at a newspaper? Take

that fucking sign down, for one. 

DeaDlines
The amount of procrastination that goes into

any project is directly proportionate to the

amount of time between assignment and

deadline. As the majority of Americans have

had some amount of higher education (almost

60 percent and yet we somehow still managed

to let Trump get elected), we know this to be

true from the last minute cramming for exams

and the all-nighter term papers. But nowhere

do you see it so clearly as in the transition

from a daily to a weekly paper. I remember

taking the job at the Alibi and thinking to

myself “Man, this is going to be awesome—

we'll have a whole week to work on an issue,

it's gonna look so good!” Not so, my friend. In

order to publish a weekly paper you end up

dicking around for six days then working seven

times harder the night before you go to press.

You can make up all the deadlines you want

but here's the truth: You'll never tell an

advertiser it's too late until the paper is

literally being sent to the printer because, you

know, money talks, and you'll always take a

late story because you've generally exhausted

all of your in-house marketing with padding

the rest of the paper. If you turned things down

just because of “deadlines” you'd be publishing

blank pages. 

eDitorial DisCretion
If you don't like phone calls from a lot of pissed

off readers, you shouldn't write about sex or hard

drugs. It's probably best to stay away from religion,

too, unless you want to risk some extremist

shooting up your office. There is a surprisingly

high level of Burqueño prudery. We killed the Sex

Survey for good after only its second run. We

always got groans from the community (see what I

did there) about distasteful language and imagery,

though it was by even moderate measures pretty

tame. However, on our third go 'round, the term

"butt plug" appearing in a piece of marketing was

considered so offensive to an anonymous reader

that they then mounted a letter writing campaign

shaming advertisers who ran an ad in the paper.

Hypocritically, I'm given to understand the

anonymous letter writer now does marketing for a

sex shop. Also probably still reading the paper. Go

figure. 

A piece of apocrypha handed down from

publisher to publisher from time immemorial and

bestowed upon me as I took up the mantle: Do

not publish even an abridged guide to making

meth. Neither the community nor law

enforcement will very much appreciate you

making public the findings of your curiosity. In

fact, it's very nearly enough to be the end of your

publication.

One last thing, and I'll file this here less as a

matter of editorial discretion but more for the

getting calls from pissed off readers thing: Don't

fuck up the crossword puzzle. You can do a lot of

things wrong with your newspaper, but if you

don't want to hear about it, the crossword puzzle

can't be one of them. 

ConsistenCy
If you're going to do something wrong, do it

wrong consistently. It almost doesn't look

like a mistake if you do it wrong the same

way every time. Also, evidently people want

to see the same thing over and over again.

Or maybe they don't but they don't notice

when they do. There is a much storied editor

who ran the exact same articles—

verbatim—from year to year. Also, look at

all those same-y covers. Production

department, are you really going to put

another dinosaur on the cover? Oh, no, it's a

robot this week, that's clever. We can't just

blame the writers. 

Personnel
Oh, what to say about the variety of crusty

journalists, patient admin, feisty production

squads, prodigious tech monkeys and fierce

salespeople we’ve employed over the years ...

Let’s just say that to get them all to move in

one direction is like trying to herd cats—

drunken, verbose, intelligent, hilarious,

stubborn, snarky, wonderful cats. Weekly

Alibi would be nothing without the people

who’ve put so much blood, sweat, tears,

tequila and coffee into making it the best

alternative weekly in New Mexico, and for

that, we thank them.

Weekly Alibi has been a stepping stone for

a great many staffers to advance their careers

toward a job that will pay them enough to

eat, among them New York Times writer

Simon Romero. It is rumored that the early

Alibi administrators would cut out the step of

paying employees by giving gift certificates

that could be redeemed at a notable local

Great Weekly Alibi publishers through the ages: Christopher Johnson, left, Weekly Alibi’s first publisher enjoying the product of his labors; center, Peter Carlsen in the publisher’s natural habitat as photographed by Patterson and

Gimlin; Jesse Schulz, right, note the sloping brow and powerful, though recessed, mandible useful for brow-beating and aggressive display, respectively.  
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bakery, Fred's Bread & Bagel. Employees

became concerned with that pay scale when

they discovered neither landlords nor PNM

were keen to accept bagels for housing or

utilities and eventually forced the

management to pay them with legal tender. 

Back in the pre-recession glory days of

the early aughts, people were even being

paid enough to want to stick around. Some

departments see a more vigorous churn in

the comings and goings of staffers, but the

production department is not one of them. If

you pay an artist enough to get by, they seem

pretty happy to do just that. To wit, I was a

lowly graphic designer for seven years

getting by on what barely counted as a five

digit salary. Also, if you pay an art director

enough to buy a house, he isn't going

anywhere. Well, not until you cut his salary

and he has refinance his mortgage, go to

nursing school and become an RN to afford

it. Then you make the lowly graphic

designer a slightly less lowly art director.

Then you very suddenly make him the editor

and interim publisher—“interim” because he

got ambitious during those seven years and

started going back to school.

I've mentioned the great churn, the

comings and goings of employees, but it's

easy to overlook that that means a lot of

them leave then come back, or quit but

don't actually stop working. One of these

people, Constance Moss, we're welcoming

back for the third time. She has at this point

done everything except production and is

taking over as publisher. The interim

publisher who is supposed to quit sometime,

maybe, will linger as editor and associate

publisher mostly because he likes really long

titles.

Some staffers stick around because

they've got a good gig, do a great job at it

and don't want to mess up a good thing.

Then they get sick of upper management

doing weird things with their department

and finally, after 20 fucking years, step up to

become managing editor and reign things

back in. In short, our beloved Devin D.

O'Leary is taking charge of the editorial

department. That took long enough. 

To end this shameful, very public practice

of auto-fellatio, I'll say that aside from

sticking that “25 years” logo on every

goddammed thing, we've at least been

somewhat more discreet than we were with

our 20th anniversary. Remember how we

published old stories for an entire year,

climaxing in a bound, 88-page

retrospectacle? Kripes. And I suppose if

you've made it this far you might actually

like reading our paper. So here's the tin can

conclusion as suggested by our president and

publisher emeritus: The best way to support

the paper is to remember that “to love us is

to plug us.” Our advertisers know the ads

work but it means more when it they hear it

from you. 

…Man, “plug” is  a gross-sounding word.  a

HISTORIC ALIBI COVERS

OF GREAT IMPORT!
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Come for a true Santa Fe tradition, the 93rd Annual Burning of 

Zozobra. Take the Railrunner Express with shuttles to Fort Marcy 

Park for worry free fun. Get all the information at BurnZozobra.com!

Burning of Zozobra 

Goodbye 

gloom.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1ST  BURNZOZOBRA.COM
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
grizzly bear can eat as many as 40,000 moths
everyday. That detail is a small one, but one
that lingered in artist Hilary Lorenz’ mind as

she began to brainstorm a large-scale art project for
516 ARTS’ Cross Pollination exhibition. Lorenz,
who splits her time between Brooklyn (where she
is a professor at Long Island University) and
Abiquiu (where she owns a studio), had recently
completed several large installation projects that
investigated the intersections of nature and art. “I
had been working with mammals and the
wilderness,” Lorenz explained, “so there was that
strong residual in my mind.” 

Moths interested her for many reasons—they
are pollinators, yes, but unlike many of the insects
and birds that jump to mind right away, they do
their work at night, “which adds a level of
mystery.” Then there was that number—the
40,000 that a bear can eat in a single day. “I
wanted volume, so I was thinking of that number,
and then, how to do that.” 

It quickly became apparent that crowdsourcing
a project would underline themes of migration and
cross pollination, as well as make the project
hugely expansive. On a Sunday evening Lorenz
put out a call on her Facebook page and website
asking for individuals to make paper moths that
live in their cities, towns or villages, and mail
them to her to so she could arrange them together
in a massive installation of 40,000 moths. By the
time she woke up on Monday morning, 200
people had sent inquiries about participating in
the concept that would become the “Moth
Migration Project.” 

That was January. On Feb. 1, she officially
began collecting. So far, about 15,000 moths have
flown to Lorenz from 24 different countries, whose
regional colors and patterns vary tremendously. A

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

Fly By Night
The “Moth Migration Project” lands in downtown Albuquerque 

fraction of those have come to rest across across
the walls of 516 ARTS (516 Central SW) as part
of Cross Pollination, an expansive show that opened
at the Downtown gallery on Aug. 19. There, 4,500
moths create arches of fluttering paper wings over
the ceiling and waves of pattern across the walls,
their physiologies subtly distinguished by their
geographic origins. This is the first time the
exhibition has come together or been on display. “I
was incredibly happy,” Lorenz said of finishing the
installation of “Moth Migration Project” and
seeing the eclipsing stream of moths across the
gallery. “You walk down a little hallway, and the
moths go over our head; you get the feeling of
change in the environment, the feeling of being
surrounded by these moths. Looking at all the
different types of moths and the details, I would
imagine that would instantly open up some
questions. Some are really detailed and some are
very simple. … You would realize that they are
coming from a tremendous amount of people.” 

Despite the omnipresence of digital contact
which makes it possible to connect with others
across huge distances, “sometimes our worlds seem
really small,” as Lorenz said. A consistent bit of
feedback she has heard from those who have
contributed to the project has been that these
individuals “really wanted to connect with each
other” and in turn “be a part of something bigger
than themselves.” That feeling of connection
reaches a capstone when the paper moths
physically congregate. “There’s this physical,
tangible object that we have exchanged from all
over,” Lorenz said, adding: “In the mail! The actual
mail!” Turning the moths over in her hands,
Lorenz decided to acknowledge every contribution
by sending a postcard in return—making it an
exchange and underscoring the notion of
connection. 

Connections have been fostered in many ways
since the project began accepting moths in

February. Classrooms and community organizations
have collaborated on workshops and Lorenz herself
has hosted work parties, inviting strangers to her
studio to make moths together (“10 people sitting
around a table who don’t know each other, getting
to know one another, forming new relationships,
that was incredibly satisfying”). Lorenz has also
observed people connecting on the “Moth
Migration Project” Facebook page, some of whom
have begun to exchange their leftover moths,
birthing what amounts to “a really cool mail art
project happening around the world.” 

“We have the moth, which is the symbol …
and then by inviting people through
crowdsourcing, there’s the pollination of ideas,
which creates connections between people, and
then what happens is [the] creation of
communities and relationships among people,
which ultimately opens up the dialogue about
different environmental issues,” Lorenz
summarized. As such, the “Moth Migration
Project” carries weight on a multitude of
frequencies—articulating topics both particular
and of wide impact. As the project has grown,
Lorenz has made a definite effort to “let go of the
project and let it take on a life of its own,” allowing
each meaning to find its own expression through
the work of others. “It’s so much bigger than me. I
initiated it, but what it’s about, what everyone else
has brought to it,” Lorenz said, “it is very much
alive and growing.” 

“Moth Migration Project” will rest on the walls
of 516 ARTS until Nov. 11, when it will begin a
whole new migration to galleries in Canada,
Australia and the UK. There are more than 40
types of moths in New Mexico, so if your visit to
516 inspires you, you can create and contribute
your own hand-drawn, painted, or printed moth to
the project, all the details of which are available at
mothmigrationproject.net.  a

POETRY NEWS

From Couch to Couch, Never
Leaving the House
A selection of poems from local

A.M. Langston’s new release

Bombard
there’s a smell coming from the southwest
it blows north
and it ain’t leaving

so while you wake up on the porch with
a french press

the air isn’t crisp

it’s afraid 

shuddering in fear of the 
nuclear explosion that 
will kill us all

but you don’t remember they’re down there
as you burn your lip

even though that smell seeping out of the
sand
is coming for you

expedite
you see globs of thick
colored oil
when you think of art

some of these fuckers
write about those globs
others about nature
things that just exist

the back of my eyes
when I can’t think
get slathered with that brown and green
oil

not sure what that tells me
but I know it when I’m wiping the inside of
my skull out

it’s because I couldn’t hear the truth

it’s hard to hear what the truth sounds like
with all these people looking down on you

but take comfort knowing
they’ve probably never heard of it.a

Local poet A.M.

Langston

recently

released From

Couch to

Couch, Never

Leaving the

House, his first

book of poetry,

which features

around 100

pieces written

while he was

living with his

parents. The

book is available on Amazon and for Kindle. 

The “Moth Migration Project” is a crowdsourced art installation that asks participants to create paper moths endemic to their corner of the world
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Calendar | arts & lit 

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 31
WORDS
BOOKWORKS The Psychiatrist Is In. Former chief of psychiatry
consultations at UNM hospital Dora Calott Wang MD speaks
about mental health DIY and apps for anxiety and depression.
4022 Rio Grande NW. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 344-8139.
alibi.com/v/5685. See Event Horizon.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Build Your Own Terrarium.
Create a stunning terrarium. Materials provided. 10120 Lomas NE.
$35. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 803-1346. alibi.com/v/53wc.

SONG & DANCE
JOLIESSE CHOCOLATES Celtic Music Jam. Celtic musicians fill
the space with the whimsical music of Ireland. 6855 Fourth
Street NW. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 369-1561. alibi.com/v/50x1.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Neruda. In post-World
War II Chile, a police prefect pursues Nobel Prize-winning
poet Pablo Neruda, now a fugitive in his own country for
joining the Communist Party. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 7pm.
18+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/55xb. See Event Horizon.

FRIDAY SEPT 1
ART
CORPUS ARTS High Desert Cruise Zine Release Party. 1–800-
SANDALS reshapes the Sandals Resorts brand into a vague,
spiritually-oriented resort with healing practices using a
plastic narrative of transcendence to shape an alternative
reality. 123 Seventh Street NW. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! (323)
770-1786. alibi.com/v/55wp. See Event Horizon.

GHOSTWOLF GALLERY Ancient Alchemy Opening Reception.
New abstract works by contemporary expressionist painter Ashton
S. Phillips. Runs through 9/30. 2043 Plaza NW. 5-8pm. 18+.
246-9653. alibi.com/v/55xd.

HIP STITCH Judith Roderick Showcase. Fiber art inspired by
nature and southwestern culture. 2320 Wisconsin NE. 6-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 821-2739. alibi.com/v/55to.

JEAN COCTEAU CINEMA, Santa FeWood, Dry Bones, Desiccated
Sinew Opening Reception. Artist Michael Gullberg brings together
these similar in function, yet very different in form in beautiful,
unexpected ways. Runs through 9/30. 418 Montezuma. 5-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 982-5000. alibi.com/v/55w5.

MAMA’S MINERALS Basic Necklace and Earring Making. A tuto-
rial on tools, materials and methods required to properly finish
off a professional-quality necklace. Students must bring or buy
materials. Registration required. 800 20th Street NW. 5-7pm.
266-8443. alibi.com/v/564t.

MARIPOSA GALLERY Echoes of Dreams Opening Reception.
Abstract painter Elaine Lewis shows new works and Print artist
Kim Kulow-Jones shows a body of new work. Runs through 9/30.
3500 Central SE. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 268-6828. alibi.com/v/569d.

NEW MEXICO CANCER CENTER Works by Local Treasure
Honorees Opening Reception. Special exhibition of works by
artists who have received the prestigious award of “Local Treasure.”
Runs through 11/24. 4901 Lang NE. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES!
828-3791. alibi.com/v/55xx.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Landscape
Chroma Opening Reception. Paintings by Jacob Tarazon Matteson.
Runs through 9/30. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/55wo. Also,
The Song of the Universe and Nature Opening Reception.
Mezzotints and etchings by visiting artist Eun-Ji Choi. Runs through
9/30. 3812 Central SE. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 268-8952.
alibi.com/v/55wn.

TAMARIND INSTITUTE, UNM First Friday Tours. Information about
the history of the institute, current programs, a video on the
collaborative process, a printing demonstration and a tour of the
facility. Reservation required. 110 Cornell SE. 1:30pm. ALL-AGES!
505277390. alibi.com/v/4yo2.

TORTUGA GALLERY Local Treasure Opening Reception. View the
latest work from Jade Leyva. 901 Edith SE. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES!
506-0820. alibi.com/v/5645.

ZENDO ARTESPRESSO Gang of Seven Opening Reception.
Abstract paintings in oil and cold wax by Carol Bivins. 413 Second
Street SW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 205-5191. alibi.com/v/54gq.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. Four unique,
modern Southern women are drawn together by a happy accident
for an impromptu happy hour, recapturing the enthusiasm for a
life they somehow lost through the years. 9813 Fourth Street NW.
$14-$17. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 898-9222. alibi.com/v/53va.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Driving Miss Daisy. This Pulitzer
Prize-winning masterpiece is a delicate depiction of racial tensions,
the passage of time and the experience of aging. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $21-$23. 7:30pm. 13+. 242-4750.
alibi.com/v/52lq.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Friday Night Fools.
Performances from the best local and touring comedians.
1912 Second Street NW. $5. 9:30pm. 21+. 900-3909.
alibi.com/v/52en.

VORTEX THEATRE She Kills Monsters. A dramatic comedy
filled with Dungeons and Dragons, nerd culture and epic on-
stage battles against homicidal fantasy foes. 2900 Carlisle NE.
7:30pm. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/54ur.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Authentic Spanish cuisine,
beverages and flamenco performances. 800 Rio Grande NW.
$10-$30. 8-9:30pm. 21+. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/55n8.

KIMO THEATRE Béla Fleck and Abigail Washburn. The
singer-songwriter husband and wife musical phenoms
perform live. 423 Central NW. 7:30-10pm. 768-3522.

alibi.com/v/559w.

ZULLO’S BISTRO Soulstice Belly Dance and Special Guests.
Traditional belly dancing with live drumming. 509 Central NW.
7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! 242-6909. alibi.com/v/5666.

FILM
CIVIC PLAZA Movies on the Plaza. See the film Sing. 1 Civic
Plaza. 8:15-10:15pm. alibi.com/v/5470.

SATURDAY SEPT 2
ART
APRIL PRICE PROJECT GALLERY illuminexus. Artist talk and
stroll through the gallery with Jon Carver, Marietta Patricia Leis,
Edwina Hawley Milner and Mayumi Nishida. 201 Third Street NW.
5-7pm. 573-0895. alibi.com/v/567f.

HIGH COUNTRY CONFERENCE CENTER, Magdalena Celebration
Days Artisan Fair. See the wares of local artists and crafters and
enjoy live music. 303 First Street. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! (575)
854-2062. alibi.com/v/54ty.

THE OT CIRCUS GALLERY Sideshow Artist Market and Pop-Up
Shop. Artists, artisans and crafters show and sell their creations.
709 Central NW. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! (678) 923-2755.
alibi.com/v/569m.

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Art Opening. Unique, wood-
burned pieces from artist Mikael Lamonde. 118 Tulane SE. 6-8pm.
21+. 433-5654. alibi.com/v/55z4.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. 9813 Fourth
Street NW. $14-$17. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 9/1 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Driving Miss Daisy. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $21-$23. 7:30pm. 13+. See 9/1 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE She Kills Monsters. 2900 Carlisle NE. 7:30pm.
See 9/1 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra Dance. Dance
to the tunes of Cheap Shots. 4915 Hawkins NE. $8-$9.
7-10:30pm. (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/551u.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
$10-$30. 8-9:30pm. 21+. See 9/1 listing.

2056 Central Avenue SW 87104
Central at Rio Grande
across from Old Town

505-554-1424

centralgrillandcoffeehouse.com 

PATIO
DINING

centralgrillandcoffeehouse.com 

505-554-1424
across from Old Town
Central at Rio Grande

056 Central Avenue SW 871042
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PALACE RESTAURANT AND SALOON, Santa Fe The Van Ella
Bordella and Zircus Erotique. Burlesque, theatrical and variety
performances. 142 Palace. $15-$25. 9:30-11:55pm. 21+.
alibi.com/v/5643.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Getting It Done in New Mexico. See films featuring
the amazing work that is being done by AmeriCorps, following
members within specific programs across N.M. 423 Central NW.
10am-2pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/565v.

SUNDAY SEPT 3
STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. 9813 Fourth
Street NW. $14-$17. 2-4pm. 13+. See 9/1 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Driving Miss Daisy. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $21-$23. 2pm. 13+. See 9/1 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE She Kills Monsters. 2900 Carlisle NE. $15-$22.
2pm. 13+. See 9/1 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
$10-$30. 8-9:30pm. 21+. See 9/1 listing.

MONDAY SEPT 4
FILM
DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Preacher Geeks Meet and
Greet. Informal fellowship of fans meet to watch AMC’s Preacher.
4814 Hardware NE. 7-8pm. 18+. 881-0234. alibi.com/v/52vr.

TUESDAY SEPT 5
SONG & DANCE
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Albuquerque Civc Chorus Open
Rehearsal. Watch the group prepare Gloria VIvaldi and a selection
of seasonal holiday music. 10101 Montgomery NE. 7-9pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/55lt.

LEARN
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Cuban Salsa Casino
del Rueda Dance Class. Beginner and intermediate dancers
learn footwork, partner skills and choreography. No experience
necessary. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $5–$10. 6pm. ALL-AGES!
246-2261. alibi.com/v/55xe.

FILM
SWOP Care. Deirdre Fishel and Tony Heriza shine a light on the
relationships at the heart of in-home caregiving. 6-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 404-6052. alibi.com/v/55s2.

WEDNESDAY SEPT 6
WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Writing Wednesdays. Meet and
discuss projects with other local writers and receive feedback.
118 Tulane SE. 11am. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/54cx.

SONG & DANCE
EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY, Tijeras Live Music. Solo performance
by the award winning singer-songwriter Sean Healen. 487 NM
333. Noon-1pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 281-8508. alibi.com/v/561n.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Live Music. 1000 Griegos NW. 5-6pm.
ALL-AGES! See EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY, Tijeras listing.

LEARN
RIP WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY Guerrilla Photo Group. Creative
collaborative for photographers, models, makeup artists and styl-
ists, and designers of all skill levels. 500 Second Street SW.
5:30-11pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/4r1x.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Full
Moon Concert. Le Chat Lunatique performs swinging,
jazzy originals. 6500 Coors NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES!

897-8831. alibi.com/v/55z1.
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Steel Bender Brewyard
8305 Second Street NW
(505) 433-3537

Steelbenderbrewyard.com
Hours: Sun-Thu 11am-10pm, Fri-Sat 11am-11pm
Vibe: Comfortable industrial, very busy

Alibi Recommends: Fried green chile strips, beer-
braised pulled pork 

FOOD | ResTauRanT Review

BY RENÉE CHAVEZ

T
he clouds were stony gray and threatening
precipitation when I cruised into the Steel
Bender Brewyard parking lot for the

second time. My first visit on a Friday evening
was doomed by a wait time for a table of one
hour. Typically ravenous, I’d growled
something to the hostess about chewing on
table legs if I had to wait that long and went
on my wolfish way. Clearly, this Second Street
brewery does not have a popularity problem.
If only all restaurants could say as much. So,
this next time, I went when I hoped it would
be dead—just after noon on a Thursday. It
was still super busy, but my dad and I managed
to get a table and the lunch crowd soon
dissipated.
We looked up at the colorful beer board

guarding the entrance and made our
selections. I went for a 10-oz. Sparkfitter
amber ($4) while my father tried a 10-oz.
Spell Bender pils ($4), plus chips and
guacamole ($6) as well as fried green chile
strips ($7) to start. I paused a moment to take
in the cheery, open atmosphere—including a
round bar, indoor tables and an outdoor patio
community area—before our drinks and
appetizers arrived. Once they were placed

before us, we toasted and tasted. My amber
brew was intense and bitter with a toasted
malt flavor. My dad declared his pils to be
totally refreshing, light and clean on the
palate. The house-fried tortilla chips were
neon yellow as well as perfectly crisp—perfect
for shoveling the smooth, bright green guac.
The star of the whole meal took the spotlight
as soon as I picked up an 8-inch beer-battered
green chile strip, dipped it in the creamy,
house-made red chile ranch and took a bite.
The fried exterior made a light crackling
sound under my teeth, and the verdant
interior was fleshy and tender. Paired together,
the green and red were perfectly spicy and
salty: a true New Mexico snack that I would
happily eat any day.
Next came our smorgasbord of entrees: a

beer brat with Asiago truffle fries ($12), a

Toasting & Tasting
Steel Bender stays busy on Second Street

beer-braised pulled pork sandwich with a
garden salad ($12), a cup of green chile stew
($5), and an oven-roasted chicken sandwich
($12). My dad and I cut everything in half,
redistributed on our metal trays and dug in.
The house-ground, Sparkfitter amber-
simmered brat was nestled in a fluffy roll and
topped with mustard and pretty fuchsia
sauerkraut. The most incredible thing about
the whole affair was how juicy the meat was.
It was nicely spiced and salted, and the
pickled cabbage was crunchy and tart, but
something just seemed to be missing. That’s
when I tasted the drizzle of beer mustard by
itself and realized it didn’t taste like anything
at all except a whisper of bitterness. I asked
my waitress for mustard (which I
unfortunately had to request three times
before I actually got it), and, with the proper
application of the tart condiment, the brat
tasted right. The French fries where rich with
the truffle oil and flavorful with the Asiago,
but were a bit on the greasy side and cool to
the point that the cheese was a solid mass. 
The chicken sandwich was fine—the pesto

mayo had an oddly stringent taste, but the
chicken was moist and perfectly cooked. The
cup of green chile stew was rich, salty and
yummy—particularly perfect on such a dreary
day. I’ll warn readers that it is actually not a

stew, but a chowder, and that should fix
peoples’ expectations—rather than frijoles,
beef and thin broth, it features a heavy,
creamy body with ropes of melted cheddar
cheese swinging from every spoonful. Yum.
Finally, the pulled-pork sandwich: It was

my favorite, second only to the fried green
chile strips. The Sparkfitter amber-braised
pork was tender, zesty and nicely chunky
rather than completely shredded; it was
covered with a sweet barbeque sauce and
topped with a playfully crunchy coleslaw.
While pretty messy, each bite was toothsome
and balanced. The garden salad was pleasantly
fresh with mixed greens and savory with the
reappearance of the red chile ranch dressing.
The Jack cheese on top was a bit heavy, but
that seemed to be the trend with most of the
plates: hearty and rich. 
We filled the very last ounce in each of our

stomachs with the Los Ranchos peach brûlée
($6). It came in a small glass cup topped with
a dollop of whipped cream. While the peach
flavor was on the weak side, it was certainly
creamy and not overly sweet.
As I walked back outside, stuffed to the

gills and sleepy with a pending food coma, I
reflected on my meal. Were there places
where flavor or service could be improved?
Yes. But I have no doubt that Steel Bender
will continue to be riotously popular. a

Fried green chile strips

Beer flight Storefront

Asiago truffle fries PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS
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the bare-bones aesthetic by serving an array of
near-perfect espresso drinks and by committing to
support local art and music events. Speciality
beverages include a Mexican latte—white
chocolate and cinammon—and, of course, the
Heisenberg—made with six shots of espresso and
dusted with sky blue sugar crystals. At least, we
hope that’s sugar. And don’t forget to order a chai
tea latte for the road.

MIDTOWN

BLAKE’S LOTABURGER
2529 Washington NE, 888-3141 • $

[American] A New Mexico tradition since 1952!
For an award-winning (for both Best Burger and
Best French Fries), quick burger or chili dog,
French fries and fountain favorites that hit the spot
for just a pocketful of change, it’s got to be
Blake’s. Countless counters are scattered
throughout the city, and each one is a model of
efficiency and cleanliness. Why look any further?

BOB’S BURGERS
5214 Menaul NE, 875-9603 • $

[American] Home of the Ranchero burger and a
screamin’ $2 Frito pie (which usually takes top
honors in our restaurant polls), these burgers are
similar to their Lotaburger or Itsaburger cousins,
except they have loads of green or red chile on
them. And Bob’s offers “taco burgers”—burgers in
taco shells instead of buns. Bob is quite the
creative entrepreneur; it shows on the chile-
stained faces of his fanatic followers.

LOS CUATES
4901 Lomas NE, 255-5079 • $$

[New Mexican] In the grand style of down-home
New Mexican comfort food, just about everything
here is smothered in chile and cheese. House
specialties include fajitas, stuffed sopaipillas and
enchiladas. 

NORTH VALLEY

EL PINTO RESTAURANT & CANTINA
10500 Fourth Street NW, 898-1771 • $$

[New Mexican] Touted as New Mexico’s largest
restaurant, the North Valley’s El Pinto is best
known for its gorgeous, shady environment
(perennially Best Patio in our restaurant polls) and
award-winning jarred salsa. Try it for margaritas,
brunch and a little flan.

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ 
2401 12th Street NW, 724-3510 • $$$

[Native American, New Mexican] Two words: fry
bread. Use this heaping hunk of pillowy carbs to
sop up green or red chile posole, mutton stew and
huevos rancheros. When you’re stuffed tighter than
a stocking on Christmas morning, go check out
what events, classes or dances are going on at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center. 

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

THE RANGE CAFÉ
4401 Wyoming NE, 293-2633 • $$

[American, New Mexican, Bakery/Sweets] Do
not leave The Range without ordering something
involving bacon and queso, even if it means you
have to get side dishes of them both. These people
serve thick, meaty bacon and obviously
understand the power of the dreamy, cheesy goop
we call queso to transform simple breakfast items
from ho-hum to hot damn! They’ve even rescued
the humble bowl of oatmeal from perpetual

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising

Yours, Ours
and Theirs
(Favorites)
DOWNTOWN

DEEP SPACE COFFEE
504 Central SW, 322-2812 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] This third wave café is
focused on quality and experience. These caffeine
astronauts serve specialty coffee enthusiasts and
strive to deliver perfection. Chocolate, baked goods
and other decadent delights pair perfectly with the
java in your cup. While you’re waiting try to find a
repeated symbol on the eastern wall. 

GOLD STREET CAFFÉ
218 Gold SW, 765-1633 • $$

[American, Fusion, Mexican, Deli/Sandwiches]
This charming café is probably going to be busy
every morning we try to eat there, but it’s totally
worth the wait. They serve up a menu of homey
breakfast favorites like waffles, eggs benedict,
breakfast burritos, huevos and their gold hash,
plus more delicious options for lunch and dinner.
We recommend the portobello mushroom
sandwich!

THE GROVE CAFÉ & MARKET
600 Central SE, Suite A, 248-9800 • $$$

[Deli/Sandwiches, Specialty Food Store] This
ray of sunshine in EDo serves gourmet breakfast
and lunch, sells house-made English muffins, and
has a mini-shop filled with goodies like honey,
jams, mustards and vinegars, not to mention non-
edibles like cookbooks, serving vessels and cards.
A tiny wine list is just as chic—five reds and five
whites are marked on a chalkboard, and all are
constantly changing. This list is extremely well
thought-out and offers a sampling of some of the
most esoteric varietals and brands available in
Albuquerque. There’s also a large, shaded patio,
incredible house-made cupcakes and too-cute
French macarons. 

SISTER
407 Central NW, 242-4900 • $

[Bar, Bar and Grill/Pub, Mexican, New Mexican]
The cavernous, ground-floor counterpart to
Anodyne, Sister is a space tailor-made for
happenings. This is a perfect spot for enjoying a
quiet dip into the vast draft beer selection with
your comrades after work or boogying to the
multitude of live bands that occupy its stage nearly
every night. Foodies must try the kimchi fries and
the divine brisket tacos. 

ZENDO ARTESPRESSO
413 2nd St SW, 926-1636 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso] The decor here is
minimalist-to-nonexistant, but Zendo makes up for

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$ = Moderate $8 to $15  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20  | $$$$ = Very Expensive $20 and up  

follow us @SpurLineSupplyCo

800 20th Street, Albuquerque (across from Hotel Chaco)

505.242.6858 | SpurLineSupplyCo.com

FEATURING:

Bristol Doughnut Co., Spectacle Caravan, Dryland Wilds, Tres Cuervos,  

Hi-Phy Records, Power & Light Letterpress, Wanderer Taos,  

Spur Line Supply Co. is a shopping destination selling a well curated collection  

of New Mexican made goods. Come enjoy our reimagined shopping experience.

15 Years 

Serving Food 

Like Nature 

Intended

 Happy

25 Years,

Weekly Alibi!

Chowtown  continues on page 24 
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Chowtown continued from page23
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Carolyn is an excellent writer and her Council Watch section 
is an important resource for Weekly Alibi readers. Great job!

Congratulations!

Carolyn Carlson
to Alibi writer

on winning 1st Place in the 

2017 New Mexico Press Women 

Communications Contest's

Government or Politics
category 

2017 WINNER
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breakfast boredom by parking a scoop of their
fabulous housemade cinnamon ice cream on top
of it. Don’t forget to take home a fabulous
housemade tarte Tatin from the pastry case.

SADIE’S
15 Hotel NE, 296-6940 • $$

[New Mexican] Walking into Sadie’s is like walking
into your rich old New Mexican tia’s house. The
food smells good, the atmosphere is comfortable,
and it’s OK if you get a little loud. Sadie’s has a
very friendly and casual staff and huge, chile-
smothered portions of food. We like to go for
dinner with a big group and drink too many
margaritas (except for the designated driver, of
course).

WECK’S
3913 Louisiana NE, 881-0019 • $$

[American, New Mexican] Weck’s, oh Weck’s,
what would we do without your bottomless drinks,
your enormous portions, and your sausage and
gravy? How we long to return for another “bowl o’
papas” filled with hash browns, cheese, green chile
and an over-easy egg. How we dream at night of
your belly-bustin’ biscuits and gravy for breakfast
and lunch.

OLD TOWN

DURAN CENTRAL PHARMACY
1815 Central NW, 247-4141 • $

[New Mexican, Diner] The folks here make their
own tortillas, rolling out perfect little discs of
dough and heating them on the griddle until they
become huge, puffy pillows ready to receive a
heap of chile and runny-yolked egg. And they’ve
been doing it the same way since 1961. Don’t be
stupid. Go to Duran’s, and do not leave without
ordering something involving a fresh flour tortilla,
preferably in combination with their fantastic red
chile.

SOUTH VALLEY

EL MODELO MEXICAN FOODS
1715 Second Street SW, 242-1843 • $

[Mexican, New Mexican] Good luck finding this
place for the first time. El Modelo is tucked away
on an industrial stretch of Second Street that
seems an unlikely location for such a well-
patronized joint. Not a sit-down restaurant, this is

a production facility that does a brisk take-out
business. The patio tables in the grass bordering
the parking lot don’t offer a good view, but most
folks don’t seem to want to wait any longer than
they have to before tearing into their lunches. We
suggest you swing by, pick up a six pack of El
Modelo beer and take your El Modelo tamales
back to the casa for a lunch that’s muy sabroso. 

SOUTHEAST

MICHAEL THOMAS COFFEE
1111 Carlisle SE, 255-3330 • $

[Coffee/Tea/Espresso, Specialty Food Store]
This tiny shop is located on Carlisle, nestled in with
several businesses that aim to perk up both body
and mind. Michael Thomas doesn’t simply pour
coffee and pull shots, it works from the bean up.
The uncle and nephew who run this place roast all
of their beans on site, meaning they can make
special blends based on customer demand. Grab
a well-made cup of your particular poison and
head out to the courtyard. 

TÍA BETTY BLUE’S
1248 San Mateo SE, 268-1955 • $

[New Mexican, Organic/Locally Grown,
Deli/Sandwiches, American] Tía B’s baked,
canoe-shaped waffles are made with organic New
Mexico blue corn and come two ways: sweet (fruit-
filled and topped with a choice of flavored
whipped creams, including lavender) or savory
(stuffed with eggs, chile and cheese). The posole is
thick with hefty pork chunks and shards of red
chile pods, and the Chimayó red sauce is hot
enough to humiliate out-of-towners. The many
sandwich options—including a New Mexico po’boy
(carne adovada, pickled jalapeños and Fritos) and
a vegan sammy (homemade hummus and
fantastic grilled asparagus)—can be served as
salads instead. There’s also a serious collection of
root beers and out-there soda flavors like black
pepper and PB&J. 

UNIVERSITY

GOLDEN PRIDE BBQ, CHICKEN &
RIBS
1830 Lomas NE, 242-2181 • $

[Barbecue/Soul Food, New Mexican] Yes,
Golden Pride is technically a fried chicken joint,
but it also serves fantastic barbecue and the best
damn portable burritos in town. Drive through and
order a flock of wings, a rack of ribs and a passel
of No. 9 breakfast burritos (with bacon!).

Tia Betty Blue’s breakfast enchiladas ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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1201 S. Renaissance NE 
341-4122

Mon - Sat

9 AM to 7 PM

Sun 12-5 PM
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LAYAWAY

SAME DAY
DELIVERY(1)
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COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

$649

SOFA OR
LOVESEAT

Price for either piece, $1299 for two-piece set.

Graphite or cocoa

$1249

ASHLEY
SOFA AND
LOVESEAT

SIMMONS
SOFA AND
LOVESEAT

SOFA AS QUEEN SLEEPER, ADD $249!

$999 Choice of pewter or truffle, with loose pillows.

$1499

MOTION
SOFA AND
LOVESEAT

ADD ROCKER-RECLINER $449 MORE!

$329

GLASS
TOP

TABLE
WITH
FOUR

CHAIRS

Sturdy steel frames,

upholstered seating.

$679

SIX
PIECE
WOOD

SET
WITH

BENCH

Dark finish. Four

chairs and bench.

$1199

SEAT 6
AT THIS

COUNTER
HEIGHT
DINING
GROUP

Table for dining 

or serving and 

six padded chairs

MEYER
STYLE
CHAIR

$99
Choose

mocha 

or black

ADJUSTABLE
KING-SIZE BED

$1499Orig. $2499. Save $1000!

Complete with plat-

form, mattress and

power adjustment.

While they last …

FREE
QUEEN

SIZE BED
FRAME!

With purchase of Shadowmoss 

memory foam  mattress by Serta:

$579
2 Primo Cozy Bamboo Pillows,
$99 Value, While Supplies Last!FREE

LABOR DAY MATTRESS SPECIALS! CHECK OUT THE SAVINGS!

$249
NAPOLI GEL FOAM
QUEEN

Made in Italy!

Low intro price:

$399
PILLOW-TOP QUEEN
SAVE $200

Primo Washington

Regular $599!

$499
SPECIAL EDITION
QUEEN

Super pillow top.

Originally $699.

$649
LUXURY FIRM KING
SAVE $250

By Southerland, 

originally $999
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

Patti Cake$
8 Mile goes to Jersey in beat-dropping indie drama

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
here is an interesting, button-pushing
movie to be made about the intersection of
urban black culture and suburban white

culture. It started as far back as the Jazz Age
and continues into today’s rap-dominant music
world, with kids of all races absorbing and
subsuming African-American innovations in
style and genre. Someone, surely, is primed to
make some pointed, eye-opening observations
about today’s black-and-white world of hip-
hop and the deeply ingrained idea of cultural
appropriation. But Patti Cake$ is not that
movie.
On the surface, it could have been. The

film takes us to semi-urban nowhere New
Jersey where broke young people stare
longingly across the river to the lights and
sights of Manhattan. Our focus here is 23-year-
old white girl Patti Dombrowski (Australian
actress Danielle Macdonald). Patti lives with
her alcoholic mother (Bridget Everett) and her
ailing grandmother (Cathy Moriarty playing
waaay against type). Patti works part time at a
neighborhood bar and endures the taunts of
former classmates for her plus-sized frame. But
Patti’s got a dream. She wants, more than
anything, to become a rap star like her gold
grill-sporting idol O-Z (Sahr Ngaujah).
Christening herself Killa P, Patti Cake$ and
any other monicker that strikes her fancy,
Patti spits freestyle rhymes into her bedroom
mirror and fills notebooks with poignant rap
lyrics. If only she had the confidence to live
out her dream.

Unfortunately, Patti’s mom once
entertained glitter-and-Spandex dreams of
being the lead singer in a hair metal band
before pregnancy, divorce and $2 well drink
night brought her low. Mom’s sad stabs at
faded glory—singing drunken karaoke in the
local tavern—are enough to put Patti off the
idea of musical fame and fortune. But as Patti
goes about her life of New Jersey toil and NYC
dreams, she repeatedly bumps into an oddball
black kid named Basterd the Antichrist
(Mamoudou Athie). Decked out in facial
piercings, short dreadlocks and a single white
contact lens, Basterd has a taste for abrasive
industrial music. But Patti senses a kinship in
the lonely outcast. So, naturally, she forms an
all-star rap group with the Goth punk weirdo,
her best friend (an East Indian rap lover who
works in a pharmacy) and her wheelchair-
bound nana. (No, really.) It’s all pretty far-
fetched, but Patti Cake$ gets surprisingly far on
gumption and an infectiously good-natured
attitude.
First-time writer-director Geremy Jasper,

who also molded the film’s omnipresent music
and lyrics, is the man behind this faintly
autobiographical tale of youthful enthusiasm.
Authentic as the setting looks and energetic as

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

the message feels, very little of it would have
worked without a strong, central presence.
Macdonald, making her loud-and-proud
stateside debut, grounds it all with empathy
and gravity. The chemistry between Patti and
her friends is strong, and her talents on the
mic are credible enough to feel worthy.
Unfortunately, the many impediments to

Patti’s success are entirely predictable: bullying
rivals, naysaying parents, crushing economic
conditions and a climactic stage contest filled
with more-polished talent. This story of
working-class kids dreaming of show-biz
success was old-school when Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland were saying, “Hey, let’s put
on a show!” back in 1939. It’s a trope that’s
been repeated endlessly since then—from The
Commitments to Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo to
Purple Rain to 8 Mile. Broken down into its
constituent parts, Patti Cake$ is little more
than the hardscrabble setting of some plucky
British-coal-miners/factory-workers-done-good
saga (Billy Elliot or Kinky Boots or The Full
Monty) welded onto the amateur rap battle
milieu of 8 Mile. 
There’s no doubt you’ve seen this sort of

rags-to-riches story a thousand times before.
But there’s just enough charisma and likability
on display throughout Patti Cake$ to make you
wish the man behind it were as interested in
originality as he was in sentimental
manipulation, crowd-pleasing formulas and
rhyming insults. On a Caucasian rap scale of
Vanilla Ice’s To the Extreme to Eminem’s The
Slim Shady LP, Patti Cake$ hovers somewhere
around Kid Rock’s Early Mornin’ Stoned Pimp.
a

George Grants a Grant
If you’re an aspiring local screenwriter with a
brilliant idea for a science fiction or fantasy film
just burning a hole in your head, you have until
midnight on Thursday, Aug. 31, to submit your
work to the George R.R. Martin Screenwriter
Grant. Submissions must be for a feature-
length film or the pilot episode of an original
television series. You need to send in a
complete story treatment (maximum five
pages) and the first five pages of the script for
evaluation. One winning submission will be
chosen to receive a $5,000 grant to complete
work on the finished screenplay, courtesy of
famed Santa Fe author George R.R. Martin.
This fourth annual grant competition is
sponsored by the New Mexico Film
Foundation. For more information, or to fill out
a submission form, go to
nmfilmfoundation.org/grants/grrm-grant/.

To Read a Film
While we wait for the Tale Writers
Screenwriting Conference to return to New
Mexico, organizers have partnered with New
Mexico Women in Film to create a Stage
Reading series. New Mexico screenwriters are
being invited to submit a variety of script
formats and genres to the fine folks at the New
Mexico Film Foundation. A team of judges will
select the best works to be performed live on
stage by professional directors and actors later
on this year. This is an excellent way to see
how your dialogue and characters play out in
the real world. The first stage reading will be
for feature films. All you need to do is send the
first 10 pages of a completed—or soon to be
completed—screenplay in any genre. You have
until 5pm, on Thursday, Aug. 31, to submit your
work for consideration. There is no fee to
submit, but you must be a New Mexico
resident. For more info on the Stage Reading
series, go to talewriters.org/stage-readings/.

Sing Along
Movies on the Plaza summer series continues
this Friday, Sept. 1, with a screening of the
animated musical Sing. Released last
Christmas, the film follows a group of starry-
eyed animals who audition for a singing
competition at a run-down theater. Matthew
McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon, Scarlet
Johansson, Jennifer Hudson and Seth
McFarlane are among the voice cast. The
screening is free and open to the public and
starts at sunset (about 8:30pm). Show up to
Albuquerque’s Civic Plaza a little early, and you
can catch some local food, beer and music as
part of ABQ Food Fridays.

Food Fund
The Deadly Link is an investigative
documentary exploring the statistical
connection between animal abuse and
domestic violence. The film is in the process of
being made right here in New Mexico. It will be
directed by Nina Knapp (The Sandoval 64),
executive produced by Angie Beauchamp and
Sheryl Brown, and produced and edited by
Brad Stoddard. This Saturday, from 4 to 7pm,
there will be a special fundraiser for the film at
O’Niell’s Restaurant & Pub (3301 Juan Tabo
NE). During this Community Night fundraiser,
10 percent of all sales will be donated to the
film’s production budget. So go grab a drink and
some food and help make local film happen. For
more info, go to thedeadlylink.com. a

Patti Cake$
Written and directed by Geremy Jasper

Starring Danielle Macdonald, Bridget Everett,

Siddharth Dhananjay, Cathy Moriarty

Rated R

Opens Wednesday 8/30

The Black Eyed Peas: Where Are They Now?
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utter the word “mutant.” Instead, the company
focussed all its attentions on the way-less-popular
Inhumans. Instead of saying half the heroes in the
Marvel Universe were nuclear-age mutants,
they’d simply retcon them to be the genetically
altered descendants of alien experiments.
Marvel spent several seasons developing an

Inhumans storyline on ABC’s “Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D.” It was to terminate in a major
feature film version, which would finally unveil
the royal family of Attilan, whose members are
the subject of Marvel’s occasional Inhumans
comics. Vin Diesel was reportedly desperate to
play the notoriously silent king of the Inhumans,
Black Bolt, whose softest whisper can level
mountains. But Marvel and Disney could never
seem to figure out a decent approach to the
obscure property. Eventually, plans for a feature
film were dropped, and a TV series was created.
Now we get a chance to see that somewhat

downgraded concept. The 75-minute pilot—shot
on actual IMAX cameras—picks up as the
Inhuman royal family returns to Earth from its
hideout on the moon. The story is described as a
“Shakespearian saga” in which Inhuman king
Black Bolt (Anson Mount from “Hell on
Wheels”) and his wife, Medusa (Serinda Swan,
“Graceland”), are deposed by the king’s scheming
brother Maximus (Iwan Rheon, “Game of
Thrones”). Also, there’s a giant teleporting
bulldog. That, alone, should be worth the price of
admission. a
The first two pilot episodes of “Marvel’s Inhumans” will
premiere Thursday, Aug. 31, at Regal Winrock 16 and
AMC Albuquerque 12. The “movie” will open the next
day for a two-week run on those IMAX screens. The
series will air locally on KOAT-7 starting Sept 29.

A
BC is so hyped on—or so overconfident of—
their newest comics-based TV series,
“Marvel’s Inhumans” that they’re taking it off

TV screens and hosting the premiere this
weekend exclusively on IMAX movie screens.
Yup, the pilot doesn’t air on TV until Sept. 29.
But you can pay to see it this Thursday and Friday
at your local movie theater.
So who are these Inhumans, and why are they

so worthy of such an honor? Well, the Inhumans
first started appearing in Fantastic Four comics
back in 1965. Fictionally speaking, they got their
start millions of years ago when the space-faring
Kree race came to prehistoric Earth. (In comics
the Kree are best known as the aliens who
spawned the original Captain Marvel. In today’s
Marvel Cinematic Universe, Ronan the
Accuser—the villain from Guardians of the
Galaxy—is Kree.) The brilliant and somewhat
amoral Kree started experimenting on the
primitive human race. The result was a super-
powered offshoot known as Inhumans, who were
prone to random, occasionally monstrous
mutation in adulthood. The Kree eventually
abandoned Earth, leaving the Inhumans to their
own devices. The Inhuman race went on to build
a hidden city, Attilan, located in the
Himalayas—which later relocated to the moon. 
When Marvel got bought out by Disney and

started producing live-action movies and TV
shows, a handful of intellectual properties (most
notably the X-Men, Spider-Man and Fantastic
Four) were stranded at other movie studios.
Marvel was particularly angry that it was unable
to capitalize directly on its popular X-Men
franchise. In a fit of pique Marvel basically
canceled all its X-Men comics and refused to

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEary

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

SATURDAY 2

“The Essentials: Rogue Computers”
(TCM 6pm) Computers go crazy
tonight on TCM, starting with HAL 9000
freaking out some astronauts in 1968’s
2001: A Space Odyssey. Then, a whole
bunch of androids shoot up human
vacationers in 1973’s Westworld.
Finally, an artificially intelligent machine
named Proteus IV takes over his
creator’s home and does some
particularly uncomfortable things to the
guy’s wife in 1977’s Demon Seed.

SUNDAY 3

Murderous Matrimony Marathon
(Lifetime 8am) Lifetime does what it
does best, frighten suburban women
and bolster the wedding industry, with
this marathon of unholy matrimony.
We’ve got The Perfect Wife (8am), Til
Death Do Us Part (10am), Newlywed
and Dead (12pm), You May Now Kill
the Bride (2pm), Nightmare Wedding
(4pm), Psycho Wedding Crasher (6pm)
and Honeymoon From Hell (8:02pm).

“Twin Peaks: The Return” (Showtime
6pm) This two-hour series finale is your
last opportunity to figure out what the
hell is going on.

“The ABC Fall Preview Special” (KOAT-7
9pm) Katy Mixon and Diedrich Bader
try to convince us to watch “The Mayor.”
Eh, maybe once.

MONDAY 4

“Biggie: The Life of Notorious B.I.G.”
(A&E 6pm) This documentary

biography charts the life and
death of influential rapper Biggie
Smalls. 

“Chandra Levy: An American
Murder Mystery” (TLC 6pm) TLC
looks into the notorious
disappearance and murder of
Washington D.C. intern Chandra
Levy. I mean, she was no Biggie
Smalls or anything. 

“CBS Fall Preview” (KRQE-13
7:30pm) David Boreanaz and
Jeremy Piven try to convince us to
watch “Young Sheldon.” Not a
chance.

“Road to 9/11” (History 7pm)
Sorry, Princess D, but you’re gonna
have to get out of the way. We’ve
got another tragic anniversary
coming up.

TUESDAY 5

“American Horror Story: Cult” (FX
11pm) Creator Ryan Murphy
scares the bejeezus out of us by
taking us back to election night
2016 and showing us what the
world would be like if Donald
Trump had won the election. (No,
really. That’s the plot.) I’m already
terrified.

WEDNESDAY 6

“Epicly Later’d” (Viceland 8pm)
Viceland’s self-styled “nerdy
skateboard show” starts off by
looking into the life of legendary
pro skater Bam Margera as he
struggles to overcome substance
abuse and the loss of his best
friend in today’s post-“Jackass”
environment. a

THURSDAY 31

Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman (Discovery
7pm) This documentary feature about
“conservation heroes of the heartland”
travels across the US to find families
that work the land and the oceans but
are transcending political differences
to protect natural resources.

“Mysteries of the Abandoned:
Chernobyl’s Deadly Secrets”
(Science 7:02PM) Science’s show
about abandoned industrial
architecture travels to Russia to see
what’s happened to the irradiated
town of Chernobyl in the last 30 years.

FRIDAY 1

Little Evil (Netflix streaming anytime)
Adam Scott and Evangeline Lilly star in
this horror comedy about a guy who
gets married to the seemingly perfect
woman, a single mother, only to
discover that her son is probably the
Antichrist.

“Diana, 7 Days” (KOB-4 7pm) Nope, we
still haven’t weathered the “Anniversary
of Princess Diana’s Death” storm.
Keep hunkering down. There may be
more to come.

Inhumans Go Big, Then
Go Home

“Marvel’s Inhumans” in IMAX
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love for the gritty car chase dramas of the 1970s (and a stylistic awe
of the cracked-out Quentin Tarantino/Doug Liman/Guy Ritchie crime
flicks of the ’90s). Ansel Elgort (Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant) stars
as an obsessive young getaway driver who gets coerced into working
"one last job" for nasty crime boss (Kevin Spacey) before he can ride
off into the sunset with his ladylove (Lily James from "Downton
Abbey" and Cinderella). Naturally, everything that can go wrong does
go wrong, leaving our music-loving wheelman to put pedal to metal
and escape. It's more fun than original, but it works. Reviewed in v26
i27. 113 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium
16, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

The Big Sick
Comedian Kumail Nanjiani ("Silicon Valley") and his wife wrote this
unusual romantic comedy based on their own fractured path to a
relationship. Nanjiani stars as a Pakistani-American dodging his old
school parents' attempts to land him an arranged marriage. He
meets and falls in love with the perfect (Caucasian) gal (Zoe Kazan),
but she unexpectedly falls into a medical coma. Oddly enough, this
causes him to meet and bond with her parents (Holly Hunter and Ray
Romano). It sounds like serious stuff—and in parts it's brimming with
well-earned emotions—but it's also really funny. This is about as well-
written and well-acted as rom-coms get. 119 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, High Ridge, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Birth of the Dragon
According to urban legend, a young Bruce Lee once challenged kung
fu master Wong Jack Man to a secret, life-changing fight in 1960s
San Francisco. Philip Ng (Once Upon a Time in Shanghai) stars as
Lee and Xia Yu (Dragon Squad) takes on the role of Wong in this
actionized biopic about the battle that gave birth to the legend. 103
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Cars 3
This time around Lightning McQueen (Owen Wilson) is the old-timer,
trying to prove, one last time, that he can compete against a new
generation of high-tech race cars (who talk, of course). Real-life racer
Darrell Waltrip contributes a voice as "Darrell Cartrip." That's funny. Is
that funny? I can't tell anymore. This sentimental trip around the track
is a damn sight better than the last sequel. Reviewed in v26 i25. 109
minutes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, UNM Midweek
Movies, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Dark Tower
Stephen King's epic dark fantasy series (eight books, a few short
stories and some comics) gets loosely adapted with this long-in-
development flick that ended up in the lap of Danish director Nikolaj
Arcel (Truth About Men, A Royal Affair). Idris Elba is a supernatural
gunslinger locked in eternal battle with the Man in Black (Matthew
McConaughey), trying to stop him from destroying the Dark Tower, a
mystical object that holds all universes together. Or something like
that. Basically all the books are mashed together here in an attempt
to tell one quick story. Fans are likely to be disappointed. 95 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Despicable Me 3
Poor, misunderstood mad scientist Gru (Steve Carell) tried to go legit
in the last Despicable Memovie, but this newest animated outing
finds him fired from his job as a superspy. A timely reunion with his
long-lost (and incredibly successful) twin brother has him plotting
one last villainous heist (with the help of his minions, of course). 90
minutes. PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14 Downtown)

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

OPENING THIS WEEK

Arjun Reddy
A successful surgeon (Vijay Deverakonda) breaks up with his college
girlfriend and becomes an alcoholic in this controversial Indian
drama. In Telugu with English subtitles. 187 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Thursday 8/31 at Century Rio)

Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure
From 1989 comes this much-loved, widely quoted sci-fi comedy
about two high-school metalheads (Keanu Reeves and Alex Winter)
who try to pass their history exam by going back in time and
kidnapping various famous figures (Napoleon, Joan of Arc, Genghis
Khan). 90 minutes. PG. (Opens Monday 9/4 at Flix Brewhouse)

Cinderfella 
In tribute to the recent passing of comedy legend Jerry Lewis, Guild
Cinema presents this 1960 comedy in which a goofy klutz with a
wicked stepmother and evil stepbrothers is visited by his fairy
godfather (Ed Wynn). This gender-swapped version of "Cinderella" is
written and directed by famed Warner Bros. animator Frank Tashlin
and features some of Lewis' best physical gags. 91 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 9/2 at Guild Cinema)

Close Encounters of the Third Kind
Steven Spielberg's 1977 sci-fi hit returns to theaters for its 40th
anniversary. (Also, because there are no new films to fill movie
screens.) Richard Dreyfus plays an ordinary family man who
becomes obsessed with alien visitation after he encounters an
unidentified flying object. 137 minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 8/1 at
Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Girl Without Hands
From France comes this gorgeously minimalist animated film based
on a fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm. During hard times a poor miller
sells his daughter to the Devil. Protected by her purity, she escapes
his clutches—minus her hands. Thus begins our innocent heroine's
long journey toward the light. The ancient tale isn't exactly kid friendly,
but the broad-brushstroke watercolor art style of director Sébastien
Laudenbach is simply lovely. In French with English subtitles. 76
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 9/1 at Guild Cinema)

The Goonies 
The cult adventure comedy from 1985 returns to the big screen
where it belongs. Join Mikey, Mouth, Data, Chunk and the rest of the
Goonies gang as they search for the long-lost treasure of One-Eyed
Willie underneath their sleepy Pacific Northwest town. Sean Astin,
Josh Brolin, Corey Feldman and Martha Plimpton headline the retro
cast. It's got pirates, buried treasure, a hideously deformed John
Matuszak and a theme song from Cyndi Lauper. Honestly, what could
be more nostalgic? 114 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 9/7 at Flix
Brewhouse)

I Do... Until I Don't
Lake Bell, Ed Helms, Mary Steenburgen, Paul Reiser, Amber Heard
and Wyatt Cenac are among the cast of this comic ensemble in
which a jaded filmmaker sets out to interview three sets of couples in
order to prove that marriage is an outmoded concept. Bell ("Miss
Match," "Boston Legal," "Childrens Hospital") also wrote and
directed. 103 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 9/1 at High Ridge)

Marvel's Inhumans
Can't wait until the end of September to watch the pilot episode for
ABC's new Marvel Comics-based TV series? Catch it a few weeks
early on IMAX movie screens! The story concerns a race of genetically
altered superbeings who have evolved, in secret, alongside humanity.
Now, after a few hundred years of hiding out on the moon, the royal
family of the Inhumans shows up on Earth looking for a little love and
understanding. Unfortunately, King Black Bolt (Anson Mount from
"Hell on Earth") and his queen, Medusa (Serinda Swan,
"Graceland"), are about to fall prey to the machinations of the king's
scheming brother Maximus (Iwan Rheon, "Game of Thrones"). 75
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 8/31 at AMC Albuquerque 12,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Menashe
In this intimate drama, shot in Yiddish, a widower fights for custody of
his son in Brooklyn's ultra-orthodox Jewish community. The film is
based, in part, on the real-life experiences of director Joshua Z.
Weinstein. In English and Yiddish with English subtitles. 82 minutes.
PG. (Opens Friday 8/1 at High Ridge)

The Naked Gun: From the Files of Police
Squad!
From the makers of Airplane! comes this appropriately silly 1988
comedy starring Leslie Nielsen. It's actually a sequel to the short-lived
TV series "Police Squad!" Nielsen stars as an incompetent police
detective trying to prevent the assassination of Queen Elizabeth II. 85
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Wednesday 9/6 at Flix Brewhouse)

Office Space
Mike Judge's comedy about disgruntled office workers wasn't much
of a hit in 1999, but it's become an enormous cult hit in the
intervening years. Ron Livingston, Jennifer Aniston, Gary Cole and
Stephen Root star. It's actually based on a series of animated shorts
Judge did for "Saturday Night Live." Don't forget your red Swingline
stapler. 89 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 9/3 at Century Rio, Century
14 Downtown)

Patti Cake$
Reviewed this issue. 108 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 9/1 at Century
14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, High Ridge)

Person to Person
Michael Cera, Abbi Jacobson, Isiah Whitlock Jr. and Philip Baker Hall
are among this Woody Allen-esque ensemble comedy about a variety
of characters grappling with the mundane and the unexpected on a
single day in New York City. Slow, small and filled with funny-sad
observations, this retro-minded indie is even shot on 16mm for
added hipster authenticity. 84 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 9/5
at Guild Cinema)

Say Anything...
John Cusack and Ione Sky star in this 1989 comedy, about an
underachiever and a valedictorian who fall in love the summer before
college, for writer-director Cameron Crowe (Fast Times at Ridgemont
High, Almost Famous, Jerry Maguire). It's the one with Peter Gabriel
on the boom box. You know you love it. 100 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Tuesday 9/5 at Flix Brewhouse)

Terminator 2: Judgement Day 3D
Evidently Hollywood has run out of movies. So here's 1991's
Terminator 2 again. I mean, it's a great movie. You've seen it a million
times. At least director James Cameron has supervised a brand new
3D conversion for this rerelease. 137 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 9/1
at AMC Albuquerque 12)

To the Ends of the Earth
This documentary, presented by the Los Alamos Study Group, follows
concerned citizens living at the frontiers of extreme gas and oil
extraction. As our world's increasing energy demands place a heavier
and heavier burden on our planet, can human ingenuity find a way to
rebuild society at the end of the fossil fuel era? 82 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Sunday 9/3 at Guild Cinema)

Top Gun
The 1986 action romance starring Tom Cruise and Val Kilmer (and
Kelly McGillis, sorta) returns to theaters for its 30th anniversary. Do
you feel the need? The need for speed? 110 minutes. PG. (Opens
Sunday 9/3 at Flix Brewhouse)

The Trip to Spain
British comedians Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon reunite for one
more trip across Europe. Like The Trip and The Trip to Italy, this
episodic, improvised travelogue finds the boys mostly just eating and
talking. This time around our thinly fictionalized film versions of Steve
and Rob are just as misanthropic and obsessed with showbiz—but
are grappling with rapidly advancing middle age. If you liked the first
two outings, you're likely to find this one just as hilarious. 108
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 9/1 at Guild Cinema)

Tulip Fever
Alicia Vikander (Ex Machina, The Danish Girl) and Dane DeHaan (The
Amazing Spider-Man 2, Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets)
star in this sexy costume drama about an artist who falls for a young
married woman after he's commissioned to paint her portrait during
the "tulip mania" of 17th century Amsterdam. 107 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 9.1 at High Ridge)

STILL PLAYING

All Saints
John Corbett and Barry Corbin (not one, but two cast members of
"Northern Exposure") star in this faith-based drama based on the
true story of salesman-turned-pastor Michael Spurlock, who was
ordered to shut down his small-town church—but found new life in
the building after taking in a group of refugees from Southeast Asia.
Steve Gomer, who gave us Barney's Great Adventure, directs. 108
minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Annabelle: Creation
The ugly, haunted doll from Annabelle and The Conjuring gets another
spinoff movie. This one reveals the doll's secret origin story—which
you've all, no doubt, been clamoring for. It involves a heartbroken
dollmaker, a bunch of homeless orphans, a nun or two and some
sort of demon, I guess. But mostly it involves a doll in a dark
bedroom turning its head and people screaming. The script is silly,
but director David F. Sandberg (Lights Out) conjures up a few old-
fashioned, jump-out-and-go-boo! frights. 109 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Flix Brewhouse)

Atomic Blonde
Charlize Theron stars as a rough-and-tumble British spy sent to Berlin
during the Cold War in this gorgeously choreographed shoot-'em-up.
Seems the Berlin Wall is about to come down, and our gal has got
find out who's murdering double agents as the superpowers shift.
Unwilling to trust anyone, she reluctantly teams with MI6's Berlin
station agent (James McAvoy). John Goodman, Sofia Boutella and
Toby Jones costar. This one's based on Antony Johnston and Sam
Hart's obscure 2012 graphic novel The Coldest City. 115 minutes. R.
(Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Baby Driver
Edgar Wright (Shaun of the Dead, Hot Fuzz) writes and directs this
fast-paced, music-filled crime thriller which demonstrates a healthy

Detroit
Amid the chaos of the 1967 Detroit Riots, director Kathryn Bigelow
and writer Mark Boal (who worked together on The Hurt Locker and
Zero Dark Thirty) zero in on the intimate true story of the Algiers Motel
incident. There, three young African American men were murdered
and nine others were badly beaten by members of the riot task force.
John Boyega (Star Wars: The Force Awakens) stars in this blistering,
single-set look at modern history. 143 minutes. R. (Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Dunkirk
Writer-director Christopher Nolan (Interstellar, Inception, The Dark
Knight trilogy) offers the finest film of his already impressive career
with this epic yet intimate war story about the evacuation of Dunkirk,
France during World War II. Nolan's ingenious script spins three
stories at once, taking us to a week before the evacuation, a day
before the evacuation and an hour before the evacuation. First, a
terrified soldier tries to get off the bloody beach in France. Second, a
fleet of ragtag private boats sets out from England to rescue the
stranded army. Finally, a dedicated pilot runs a last-minute mission
over the English Channel. As the time-fractured stories progress, they
crash, successively, into one another. The result is a visceral, nerve-
shredding and ultimately stirring portrait of the fear, chaos and
heroism that surrounds war. Reviewed in v26 i29. 106 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Emoji Movie
Hey, what if the emojis on your phone were, like, real and lived in a
city called, I don't know, Textopolis or something? Hah! I mean, can
you imagine the sort of crazy conversations that the "eggplant" emoji
would have with the "thumbs up" emoji? LOL! It's just ... It's like ...
Ah, hell I blame millennials for this crap. Speaking of which, Patrick
Stewart plays the "poop" emoji. It's a bad time to be alive, people.
86 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Girls Trip
A collection of lifelong gal-pals (Regina Hall, Queen Latifah, Jada
Pinkett Smith, Tiffany Haddish) heads to New Orleans and the annual
Essence Festival (if you're black, you may know what that is) for one
last, raunchy road trip full of dancing, drinking, brawling and full-
frontal nudity. (Guy nudity, mind you. Comedies don't have naked
women anymore.) Malcolm D. Lee (The Best Man, Scary Movie 5,
Barbershop: The Next Cut) directs. R. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Glass Castle
Jeannette Walls' award-winning memoir about growing up in a
dysfunctional, poverty-stricken family of nonconformist nomads
comes to life with Brie Larson as the adult Walls. Woody Harrelson
plays her alcoholic father and Naomi Watts is her eccentric artist
mother. 127 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

Good Time
Robert Pattinson (Twilight) stars in this gritty pulp thriller for guerilla
film bros Benny and Josh Safdie (Daddy Longlegs, Heaven Knows
What). Drawing inspiration from raw ’70s crime cinema (Dog Day
Afternoon, et al.), the film finds Pattinson's small-time Queens bank
robber on a nocturnal quest to rescue his developmentally disabled
brother (Benny Safdie), who has been nabbed by the cops. 100
minutes. R. (High Ridge)

The Hitman's Bodyguard
Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson star in this low-effort, late-’90s
throwback buddy action comedy. Jackson is a hitman about to testify
against a criminal kingpin (Gary Oldman) at the International Court

Marvel's Inhumans
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of Justice. Ryan Reynolds is the bodyguard hired to get him there.
There are lots of wacky, Midnight Run-style hijinks and gunfights as
the scrap-happy partners get stuck road-tripping across Europe. 118
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Ingrid Goes West
Aubrey Plaza ("Parks and Recreation") stars as a self-destructive
social media stalker who moves to LA so she can weasel her way into
the life of a popular Instagram "influencer" (Elizabeth Olsen).
Obviously, this dark comedy has a lot to say (criticize, mostly) about
today's superficial social media environment. Plaza gives it her crazy-
eyed all, but the satire—a whirl of emojis and hashtags and iPhone
selfies—feels awfully specific to time and place. 97 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, High Ridge)

Kidnap
It's now an unwritten rule in Hollywood that when tough guy actors
reach a certain age, they're given the option of starring in one of
those Taken knock-offs in which their daughter gets kidnapped and
they stop at nothing to exact bloody revenge on the kidnappers. While
letting Halle Berry in on some of that sweet action isn't what you'd
call original, it at least counts as some sort of gender parity. This
one's been sitting on the shelf since 2014. 94 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Leap!
Elle Fanning, Dane DeHaan, Carly Rae Jepsen and Maddie Ziegler
provide the hip, American voices for this French-Canadian computer-
animated toon. The story concerns an orphan girl who runs away
from her home in rural Brittany to travel to Paris so she can become a
student at a posh ballet academy. Serviceable animation and a
predictable, Rocky-esque plot keep this one aimed squarely at
elementary schoolers. Elementary schoolers who love ballet. 89
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century Rio,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Logan Lucky
Steven Soderbergh emerges from his second or third retirement to
direct this self-financed, Ocean's Eleven-esque, heist-based crime
comedy. Channing Tatum stars as a dim-witted Southerner with
lingering alimony payments who recruits his one-armed bartender
brother (Adam Driver) and a boisterous, bleach-blond demolition
man (Daniel Craig, having some fun now) to rob a NASCAR track in
North Carolina. It's nothing you haven't seen before, but everybody
(including a bunch of NASCAR celebs) is having such a blast in this
silly caper, it's hard not to laugh along. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature
In this sequel to the mild 2014 cartoon hit, an angry squirrel and his
city park pals must unite to stop the city's mayor from destroying their
home and replacing it with an amusement park. Will Arnett, Katherine
Heigl, Maya Rudolph, Peter Stormare, Bobby Cannavale, Jeff Dunham
and Gabriel Iglesias provide voices. Jackie Chan is a mouse. 91
minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Only Living Boy in New York
Mark Webb, who gave us (500) Days of Summer before he tackled
The Amazing Spider-Man, returns fully to his indie film roots with this
wry drama about a recent college grad (Callum Turner, Green Room)
whose life of self-pity is upended when he discovers that his
publisher father (Pierce Brosnan) is having an affair (with Kate
Beckinsale). Like most filmmakers trying to evoke the cynical-yet-
nostalgic New York City of J.D. Salinger, this one stumbles into
pretension and navel-gazing. 88 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Spider-Man: Homecoming
After the successful events of Captain America: Civil War, Columbia
(who retains rights to Marvel's Spider-Man) plays nice with Disney to
collaborate on this rebooted version of the web-slinging hero.
(Andrew Garfield, we hardly knew ye.) Tom Holland (In the Heart of
the Sea, The Lost City of Z) stars as high school genius/newbie
superhero Peter Parker/Spider-Man, caught in a war between high-
tech heavyweights Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Adrian Toomes
(Michael Keaton). 133 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12,
Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets
Visionary director Luc Besson (Subway, La Femme Nikita, The Fifth
Element, Lucy), turns a trippy French comic book into a trippy comic
book of a movie. On an artificial planet that serves as home to a
thousand alien species, two interplanetary super-spies (The Amazing
Spider-Man 2's Dane DeHaan and Suicide Squad's Cara Delevingne)
must identify and stop an alien conspiracy in order to save the
universe (or something). Yes, it offers even more loopy, mind-bending
eye candy than The Fifth Element, but you probably shouldn't spend
much time analyzing the ludicrous, overstuffed storyline or the dippy,
sub-"Moonlighting" love/hate banter between the leads. 137
minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

War for the Planet of the Apes
These recent Planet of the Apes reboots (2011's Rise of the Planet of
the Apes, 2014's Dawn of the Planet of the Apes and this one) have

been sober, exciting and surprisingly thought-provoking. Here, ape
commander Caesar (the great, CGI-covered Andy Serkis) wrestles
with his own darker instincts as he battles the dwindling forces of
mankind (as embodied by Woody Harrelson's blood-crazed Colonel)
for the future of planet Earth. 140 minutes. PG-13. (AMC
Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Wind River
Taylor Sheridan (screenwriter of Sicario and Hell or High Water) tries
his hand at directing with this rough-and-tough mystery thriller set on
an isolated Native American reservation in Wyoming. Following the
rape and murder of a local girl, an FBI agent (Elizabeth Olsen) teams
up with a game tracker (Jeremy Renner) to hunt down the killer or
killers. 107 minutes. R. (Flix Brewhouse, Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, High Ridge, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Wonder Woman
Warner Bros. finally gets around to tackling one of DC Comics' most
famous characters. Israeli actress Gal Gadot stars as the titular
Amazonian princess, whose sheltered life is ended when a World War
I pilot (Chris Pine) crashlands on the Amazon's isolated island home
and tells of the conflict raging in the outside world. Princess Diana
(Gadot) volunteers to suit up, return the outsider and see what she
can do about stopping this War to End All Wars. Believe it or not,
Warner Bros. is finally getting a handle on this superhero thing—
thanks, in large part, to director Patty Jenkins (Monster), who handles
the character with care, intelligence and a sense of adventure. 141
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Century 14
Downtown)

SECOND RUN

47 Meters Down
In this waterlogged horror thriller, singer Mandy Moore and actress
Claire Holt ("The Vampire Diaries") play a couple of sisters,
vacationing in Mexico, who get trapped in a shark cage at the bottom
of the ocean. ... Yeah, sharks don't really have any interest in eating
skinny white girls. 89 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2
Well-meaning space rogues Star-Lord (Chris Pratt), Gamora (Zoe
Saldana), Drax (Dave Bautista), Groot (Vin Diesel) and Rocket
(Bradley Cooper) are back trying to save the galaxy. This time around,
they've got the added wrinkle of unraveling Star-Lord's true
parentage—in the form of an anthropomorphized planet known as
Ego (played amusingly by Kurt Russell). This sequel's a bit more
jokey—but it doesn't shirk on emotional detail either. You can debate
whether it's better than the original or not, but you can't deny that it's
pure, unadulterated summer movie fun. 136 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8)

The House
After accidentally blowing their daughter's college fund, a suburban
couple (Will Ferrell, Amy Poehler) start up an illegal casino in their
basement. Hijinks ensue. Comedians Nick Kroll, Allison Tolman, Rory
Scovel and Rob Huebel co-star. 88 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No
Tales
I think this is the fifth of Disney's Piratesmovies. But I wouldn't swear
to it in court. The problem being that, despite some very entertaining
moments, the chaotic scripts all blend into one another. (Anyone
remember what 2011's On Stranger Tides was about? Or what
happened at the end of 2007's At World's End?) This time around,
we've got Johnny Depp's Captain Jack Sparrow searching for the
mystical trident of Poseidon. Also, a ghostly Spaniard (Javier Bardem)
is trying to kill him. Also, Paul McCartney is in it. Sure, it's fun. No, it's
not a coherent narrative. 129 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Rough Night
In this raunchy comedy, a bunch of wild and crazy gals (Scarlett
Johansson, Jillian Bell, Zoë Kravitz, Ilana Glazer, Kate McKinnon)
accidentally kill the stripper they hired for a bachelorette party.
(Manslaughter is funny!) They spend the rest of the wacky night
dragging the body around trying to cover up their heinous crime
and—you know—bonding. Think The Hangover crossed with Weekend
at Bernie's. 101 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Transformers: The Last Knight
Turns out Transformers have been on Earth at least since World War II.
And it looks like they'll be with us forever, judging by this, the fifth film
in Michael Bay's endlessly exploding film series about robots from
outer space pretending to be motor vehicles. (By the way, we're not
fooled by that any more, guys. There's no point pretending to be a
Datsun. We know you're a giant robot.) This time around the Autobots
and the Decepticons are fighting over Merlin's magical staff. ... No,
really. This series has gotten too silly to even discuss. 148 minutes.
PG-13. (Movies 8)

Wish Upon
This months' cheap teen horror movie finds a high school gal (Joey
King, Independence Day: Resurgence) discovering a mysterious
magic box that grants magic wishes—and kills people you love in
exchange. Duh. Come on, millennials: Watch an episode of "Twilight
Zone" or at least "Friday the 13th: The Series" before you go messing
with supernatural forces. 90 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8) a
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Oh, Si, It’s Them Oh Sees!
Dwyer’s evolving rock ritual

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
f I tell you I dig John Dwyer’s 20-year trip as
founder and high priest of a San Francisco
psych-rock project variously called Orinoka

Crash Suite, OCS, Thee Oh Sees—and lately
just Oh Sees, or maybe back to OCS, as
reported by Consequence of Sound on the
Monday morning I transcribed this
interview—maybe you will have some vague
idea of the intricate layers of contradiction
and rapidly blooming sonic proclamations that
serve as part of his band’s zooming-in-every-
direction-at-once aesthetic.

Or maybe not.
You might develop a better understanding

on all things Dwyer by listening to this
singular sound sensation on your own time,
not while I’m trying to force punk-rock-addled
propaganda upon unsuspecting audiences
through the medium of print. In any case, start
out with Songs About Death & Dying Vol. 3
(where the spooky, rattling, lo-fi opener “If I
Had a Reason” sets the spare, yet dreamlike
tone of the recording) and continue with the
2006 release The Cool Death of Island Raiders
(take your pick here, but I recommend closer
“You Oughta Go Home” for its scary, yet
somehow twee atmospherics). If you want to
rock the fuck out, then how about the all-
smashed-up glory of 2008’s The Master’s
Bedroom Is Worth Spending a Night In? Each
record that followed continued to breach time
and space with casual aplomb.

There’s a new album too, called ORC,
wherein new levels of complexity and
contradiction are explored; the addition of a
string section is sometimes like the addition of
a parallel dimension. And of course, for Dwyer,
part of the creative process involves
performance; a US tour with a stop in Dirt
City is in the works.

Ahead of his appearance as something
multi-limbed, multifaceted and multi-
named—at Sister (407 Central NW) on
Saturday, Sept. 2—John Dwyer chatted with
Weekly Alibi. Here’s a transcript of that
temporally transformative talk.

Weekly Alibi: What are Oh Sees?
John Dwyer: Dude, it’s a band. And it’s our
20th anniversary; we’ve been through several
different incarnations of the band. Right now
we’re doing a double drummer, bass guitar,
synthesizer outfit, it’s a punk-psych act. We’re
pretty aggressive live. We got labeled as
garage-rock initially. I think we’ve transcended
that.

Yeah, I hear that “garage rock” term thrown
around a lot. When I listen to your work
though, I hear this heavy, scary psych-rock
that evolves toward being esoteric, with
proggy and hard rock inflections just

blooming up all over the place. On the new
record, references from opposing musical
spaces and from divergent genres seem to
flow together intricately ... How did that
happen?
You put it better than I ever could have.
Basically, musically I’m pretty nerdy at heart,
and I love a lot of stuff like that—Italian prog-
rock, English prog-rock, English heavy metal
invasion shit from the ‘80s—but also fantasy
rock stuff. A few years of buying records and
you start getting deeper and deeper into what
you like. I’m always inspired by older stuff,
especially early psych and European prog-rock.
Having two drummers allows us to venture
into that territory much easier because we can
start doing polyrhythms. I sort of push myself
to see if we can even scratch the surface of
that kind of playing. We’ve starting to infuse
jazz [into our performances], getting into fusion
too.

What are some of those European prog-rock
bands you speak of?
I was thinking of bands like Le Orme, they’ve
had a huge influence on me. To me they sound
like a prog-rock version of The Zombies. This
guy has a real panty-melter voice, but they’ve
also got string sections, very wide acoustic and
instrumental capabilities. You should check
out “Picture of Dawn,” that’s pretty banging.
I’ve also really been getting into the Brain
Records catalogue. As you know that’s an
amazing place for German prog-rock and
Krautrock. Almost everything on that label’s
fantastic.

Given all these diverse influences, was there
a lot of sharing of information and
collaboration on the new record?
These days, I’m playing a lot more with the
band, and that’s more collaborative. We
improvise and practice for about two months,
just jamming, and I’ll record everything, and
we’ll go through it and mark the points that
are interesting and expand on those.
Sometimes those moments become songs.
Other material comes from songs that I’ve
already written, it’s good to have solidly
written songs going into the studio. This one
was pretty back and forth. Everybody worked
together. We had players come in that we
never had before, like violin players from the
El Paso Philharmonic. The place we recorded
at was really cool too.

Does the new recording translate well to live
performance?
Yeah. Right now we’re doing three of the songs
from the new album, there’s a forth in the
works. Some of the new work is rather
complicated, in-studio complicated ... over the
years I’ve learned my lesson. I can tell which
songs will work well live without the audience
staring at you blankly. We tend to keep it more
up-momentum, songs that have a pop element,
for the shows.

Rock and roll: dead or alive?
Times have changed. I grew up in the era of
disco when rock and roll was on the outs. I
think rock is a format that has some staying
power, though. It has an extensive history. I’ve
always leaned toward guitar, bass and drums. I

dig electronic music too, but not standard,
canned rave music. I just happen to be best at
this, at rock and roll. It’s what I’ve chosen to
do. I feel like we do okay, but I see that
festivals are veering away from rock, turning
mostly, in my opinion, to homogenized
electro-pop music, really big acts that float on
the surface of things, you know what I mean?
I’ve danced to every kind of music; I’ve tasted
everything I could, but rock is the format I do
the best. I find for me, personally, electronic
music is more of a solo venture; rock and roll
and improvisation are things you can share
with band mates.

How’s the tour prep going?
I’m in LA right now making 500 tie-dyed t-
shirts in my backyard as we speak. We play our
first show on the 31st. I’m getting the van
ready. I love driving across the country, man.
I’ve done the states so many times now, it’s
definitely part of the ceremony, our tour
ceremony. Right now, I’m sorta taking it easy,
not trying to drink too much, getting my
health up to snuff, trying to eat right, getting
my body prepared for the road. When you do
shows every night, it can be ass-kicking.

How does Albuquerque fit into all of that?
I love New Mexico. We love playing in
Albuquerque because of the awesome shows,
but beyond that, the main reason we always
stop in Albuquerque is because of the Frontier
Restaurant. It’s, like, all stoned high school
kids and beautiful old-timers, it runs the gamut
of everyone in Albuquerque. Plus you can get
green chile stew with a honey-dipped tortilla.
Now that’s rock and roll.a

John Dwyer of Oh Sees MINI VAN PHOTOGRAPHY
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Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 31
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Chris Ravin • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country,
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe Sing to Your Tune • karaoke •
7:30pm • FREE • 21+

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Zach Pohl • folk rock • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Crossing Croix • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy • variety • 7pm •
FREE • 18+

HOTEL ANDALUZ DJ Malik • Latin • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Reno Divorce and The Henchmen • The Despots •
surf, punk, blues, rock • Shadow Creeps • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY DJ Halcyon • Latin, cumbia • 7pm • FREE •
21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Grace Askew • blues, Americana •
5pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Sally Townes Band • blues • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT Keith Sanchez • rock, blues,
singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO, Rio Rancho Rebecca Arscott • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Jon Soucy • singer-songwriter •
6pm • FREE

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Mike Linden Duo • acoustic •
7pm

SISTER The Growlers • psychedelia • Broncho • 8pm • $20-$25 •
21+

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Rumbaterapia • merengue, reggaeton,
cumbia, sevillas, jazz fusion, disco, rock ’n’ roll • 8pm • $20

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Sloan • rock, indie • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Live Karaoke with Los
Metamorfos • 7pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • 13+

ZULLO’S BISTRO Karaoke • 7pm • 18+

FRIDAY SEPT 1
THE BARLEY ROOM AOR • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Entangled
Dreams • variety • 4:30pm • Mose McCormick • variety • 7:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Zach Pohl • folk
rock • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe La Zenda Nortena • Spanish •
Amanecer • 8pm • $30 • 18+

DIRTY BOURBON Crossing Croix • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ DJ Teddy No Name • variety • 7pm

KELLY’S BREW PUB Nathan Fox • singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Voodoo Glow Skulls • ska, punk • The Big Spank •
Fire to the Rescue • 9pm • 13+

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Little Leroy & His
Pack of Lies • variety, blues, jazz • 10pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz, psychedelic •
8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Zinc and the Oxides •
rock, funk, blues • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Sol De La Noche •
Latin, world, jazz, fusion • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Dave Bedini • acoustic • 1:30pm • FREE •
21+ • Odd Dog • classic rock • 6pm

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION MoonHat • funk, soul, jazz • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

Calendar |MusiC
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SISTER DJ Flo Fader • hip-hop • DJ Corrie G • 10pm • $5

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe DJ Dany’s • Latin • 10pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Rat Pack Now • Frank
Sinatra tribute, jazz • 7pm • $30-$50 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTROWatermelon Jug Band • folk • 6pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Big K and Blue Train • R&B, blues, soul •
8:30pm

SATURDAY SEPT 2
5 STAR BURGERS Alto Estilo • Latin, reggae, soul • 1pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Zach Pohl • folk
rock • 4:30pm • Sean Smith • variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CITIES OF GOLD HOTEL & CASINO, Santa Fe Karaoke • 9pm •
21+

THE COOPERAGE Nosotros • salsa • 9:30pm • $7 • 21+

THE CRAFTROOM Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-songwriter •
7pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Crossing Croix • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

EL PATRON Schumann & Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm •
FREE • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO 90’s House Party •
DJ Mister E • hip-hop, R&B • 9pm • FREE • 21+

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ Hillary Smith • soul, R&B • ChillHouse Band •
funk • 7pm

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY Quartet505 • jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Keith Kavula And The Withdrawals • variety • 8pm

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Lynn & Joe • bluegrass • 8pm • FREE • 21+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Little Leroy & His
Pack of Lies • variety, blues, jazz • 10pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY The Dregz • classic rock, funk • 8pm • FREE •
21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOMMichael Moxey • country,
Americana, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Stan Kee and Step
In • blues, jazz, alternative • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Split Decision • classic rock • 11am • Beg,
Borrow, & Steal • rock, variety • 1:30pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Blame It On Rebekkah • pop, electronic •
The Mark McKee Experience • Freddy Raygun • art pop • 8pm • $3 •
21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Last Call • swing, jazz, blues, R&B •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Outlaw Country • rock, country •
8pm • FREE

SECOND STREET BREWERY TAPROOM, Santa Fe Benzo III • hip-
hop • Wheel Chair Sports Camp • 8pm • $10

SISTER Thee Oh Sees • garage rock, psychedelic • 10pm •
$16-$18 • See Music Interview.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Nights • DJ Andy
Gil • EDM, hip-hop • 4pm • $5-$10 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Kari Simmons • pop, soul, rock •
6pm

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Nathan Fox • indie, singer-
songwriter, blues • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Ryan Hutchens • singer-songwriter,
folk, blues • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Hurdle • folk, country, rock •
8pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY SEPT 3
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Le Chat Lunatique • jazz, swing • 4pm

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Earthless • Cloud Catcher • heavy psych • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Funk and Flavor Dance Party • DJ
Leftovers • soul, vinyl • 5pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY SEPT 4
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New Mexico
Western Music Association • country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Dos Gatos • blues,
Americana, swing • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

MARBLE BREWERY Labor Day El Festival • Still Closed for Repairs •
indie rock • Lone Piñon • Chicano stringband • Jade Masque • Latin,
world • Isaac Aragon and The Healing • blues, alternative • 3pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Cowboy Scott • country • 11am • 3rd
Element • rock • 1:30pm • January Storm • classic rock • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Old-Time Jam Circle with The
Virginia Creepers • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY SEPT 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRICKYARD PIZZA Open Mic • 9pm • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Kublai Khan • No Zodiac • Left Behind • hardcore,
nu metal • I AM • Lucia • industrial metal • Twelvextitans • 7:30pm •
13+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Acoustic Open Mic hosted by Steve
Kinabrew • 6pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Ivan Rane • fingerstyle guitar • 7pm

SUNSHINE THEATER TroyBoi • electronic, hip-hop • 7:30pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

ZULLO’S BISTRO Open Mic • 7pm • 18+

WEDNESDAY SEPT 6
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Eric Shaffer •
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Lia Menaker • pop, rock,
soul • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Real West • country • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Moonshine Blind • rock, country • 11pm

PI BREWING COMPANY Open Mic Night • 5:30pm • FREE

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Movie Night • White Zombie •
7pm • FREE

SISTER El Ten Eleven • post-rock, instrumental • Sego • 7pm •
$12-$15 • 21+ • See Event Horizon

SUNSHINE THEATER Social Distortion • punk • Jade Jackson •
8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Sean Costanza • alt.country •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRI
9.15

MON
9.18

Bleached  Dirty Nil

TUE
9.19

Jade Jackson

WED
9.6

MON
9.11

DECAPITATED
THY ART IS MURDER
Fallujah  Ghost Bath

FRI
9.22

SAT
9.9

Dave Hause & The Mermaid  Amigo The Devil

Trampa  Xilent

TUE
9.5

SUN
9.24

 Loud Harp  David Meyers

THU
9.21

Strung Out  Los Kung Fu Monkeys

Social Club Misfits Wordsplayed

Power Trip  Dust Bolt

 Alien Ant Farm  Powerflo  Fire From The Gods

MON
10.9

TUE
10.3

Pocket Full of Dub Soundsystem

WED
9.20

WED
10.11

SAT
10.14 RICH CHIGGA

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Garry Blackchild •
Americana, soul, country, blues • 7pm • FREE
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baked goodS | cannabiS ReVieW by Rini gRammeR

Seriously Promising
Blunt names give away the game

A
s the seasons change, so do our lives

and emotions. Over the last summer I

felt my anger being provoked like a

desert dweller to thirst, but nowadays as

things start to cool down I’ve been

experiencing something triggering my

depression and sadness. It’s been

harder and harder to get up in the

morning and not to be lethargic

all day long. Nights can be just

as bad without medicine: just

laying on my couch soaking

in self-loathing and boredom.

During my weekly visit to

dispensaries, I picked up a

flower that seemed

promising Serious Happiness

(THC: 18.15%, $11) as well

as something to help put

me sleep, Sour Chem

(THC: 21.5%, $9) and

the dark chocolate

Elevated Bar (THC:

120mg/bar, $13) from

Albuquerque’s CG

Corrigan.

The straightforward 50/50

hybrid Serious Happiness lives up to its

name, surprisingly enough. The lovechild of

sativa dominant AK-47 and indica

dominant Warlock gives a sweet, earthy

taste that led me to a goofy, happy state of

mind. I felt my body relax as quickly as my

mind did, but it went further than most

strains and seemed to actually induce joy in

my somber mind rather than generate an

overstimulating, heady high which, don’t

get me wrong, it’s a good way to calm down,

but I just don’t like it. Even my boyfriend

noticed and asked me why I was acting so

silly to which my response was to put on a

bad Southern accent saying, “Well excuse

me, sir, but I think I am peeeeerfectly

normal,” as I was dancing out of the room.

With the relaxing qualities of Serious

Happiness, I wasn’t too tempted to try Sour

Chem, but I certainly was down to have

some chocolate (like always, ‘cause it’s

chocolate). The silky smooth, fluffy, bitter

chocolate melted in my mouth and about

an hour later I felt even more relaxed and

sleepy—just in time for bed. The Elevated

chocolate bar did taste like the chocolate

bar from my recent review of Sacred

Garden, but the price of $11 as opposed to

Sacred Garden’s $20 wins me over. The

following nights I had just one or the other

and was able to sleep through to morning,

feeling very rested and happy, which—I

think we all can agree—is the best way to

start your day.

Near the end of the week when I ran out

of those two new favorites, I decided to try

the sativa Sour Chem, aka Chemdawg Sour

Diesel. This tart tasting bud has a strong,

pungent smell and quite a heady bite, as you

probably guessed by the THC content. I was

content, but as I lay down in bed I thought I

heard something (i.e. someone) messing

with my front door, which isn’t out of

the norm for me—I always think about

all the locks and windows around the

house as soon as I lay down after I

turn the light off—but my paranoia

was heightened. Although, it

didn’t matter too much in the

end because I was out no less

than five minutes later. After

researching this strain a bit

more, I found that folks

who tend to carry a lot of

anxiety should be careful

with this “high-flying

sativa.”

For people like me who

generally are anxiety-ridden

while depressed, I don’t

recommend Sour Chem because of

the qualities described—but I highly

recommend Serious Happiness. I have a few

select favorites on my list of “Blithe Budz,”

and I am certainly adding Serious Happiness

because of the euphoric qualities. I’ve never

encountered a joyous, long-lasting, pick-me-

up flower that didn’t cause me to lie awake

thinking of the endless possibilities of my

life and those close to me. The chocolate

was delicious and one of the cheapest I’ve

found in town that didn’t compromise on

quality—but then again that’s CG Corrigan

for you: afforable, healing and expansive.

As summer comes to a close, so does

summertime magic—warm evenings, late

nights, less responsibilities—but the

enchantment of autumn will unwind soon

within our lives. In fact, I’ve noticed it

already—chilly mornings, green chile

roasting, nighttime rain … I have a lot to be

thankful for and because of my medicine I

am able to refocus and appreciate the small

things I have in this lovely land I call home.

a

CG Corrigan

6614 Gulton NE

(505) 933-5599

Hours: Sun-Sun 10am-7pm

First-time Freebies: Yes
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GRANTS 
411 W. Santa Fe Ave.

NOB HILL
4014 Central Ave. SE

MIDTOWN
4414 Menaul Blvd. NE 

WESTSIDE 
5201 Ouray Rd. NW 

NORTH COORS 
9421 Coors Blvd. NW

NE HEIGHTS
9821 Montgomery Blvd. NE

We are
patients
serving

       patients.
Nine out of ten of our 
     employees are patients in
        the program who are 
    willing and able to 
         provide real world 
q                   experience and 
                         knowledge.
   Our people
      make the 
        di!erence.

     

© 2017 All Rights Reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.

www.rgreenleaf.com • (505) 510-1717
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): “We are continually
faced by great opportunities brilliantly disguised as
insoluble problems,” said businessman Lee Iacocca. You
are currently wrestling with an example of this
phenomenon, Aries. The camouflage is well-rendered.
To expose the opportunity hidden beneath the
apparent dilemma, you may have to be more strategic
and less straightforward than you usually are—cagier
and not as blunt. Can you manage that? I think so. Once
you crack the riddle, taking advantage of the
opportunity should be interesting.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Close your eyes and
imagine this: You and a beloved ally get lost in an
enchanted forest, discover a mysterious treasure and
find your way back to civilization just before dark. Now
visualize this: You give a dear companion a photo of
your face taken on every one of your birthdays, and the
two of you spend hours talking about your evolution.
Picture this: You and an exciting accomplice luxuriate in
a sun-lit sanctuary surrounded by gourmet snacks as
you listen to ecstatic music and bestow compliments on
each other. These are examples of the kinds of
experiments I invite you to try in the coming weeks.
Dream up some more! Here’s a keynote to inspire you:
sacred fun.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):On its album Jefferson’s
Tree of Liberty, Jefferson Starship plays a song I co-
wrote, “In a Crisis.” On its album Deeper Space/Virgin
Sky, the band covers another tune I co-wrote, “Dark
Ages.” Have I received a share of the record sales? Not
a penny. Am I upset? Not at all. I’m glad the songs are
being heard and enjoyed. I’m gratified that a world-
famous, multi-platinum band chose to record them. I’m
pleased my musical creations are appreciated. Now
here’s my question for you, Gemini: Has some good
thing of yours been “borrowed”? Have you wielded a
benevolent influence that hasn’t been fully
acknowledged? I suggest you consider adopting an
approach like mine. It’s prime time to adjust your
thinking about how your gifts and talents have been
used, applied or translated.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Author Roger von Oech
tells us that creativity often involves “the ability to take
something out of one context and put it into another so
that it takes on new meanings.” According to my
analysis of the astrological omens, this strategy could
and should be your specialty in the coming weeks. “The
first person to look at an oyster and think food had this
ability,” says von Oech. “So did the first person to look
at sheep intestines and think guitar strings. And so did
the first person to look at a perfume vaporizer and think
gasoline carburetor.” Be on the lookout, Cancerian, for
inventive substitutions and ingenious replacements.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):When famous socialite Nan
Kempner was young, her mother took her shopping at
Yves Saint Laurent’s salon. Nan got fixated on a certain
white satin suit, but her mean old mother refused to
buy it for her. “You’ve already spent too much of your
monthly allowance,” mom said. But the resourceful girl
came up with a successful gambit. She broke into sobs
and continued to cry nonstop until the store’s clerks
lowered the price to an amount she could afford. You
know me, Leo: I don’t usually recommend resorting to
such extreme measures to get what you want. But now
is one time when I am giving you a go-ahead to do just
that.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The computer scientist
Tim Berners-Lee invented the miraculous
communication system that we know as the World Wide
Web. When asked if he had any regrets about his
pioneering work, he named just one. There was no need
for him to have inserted the double slash—”//”—after
the “http:” in web addresses. He’s sorry that internet
users have had to type those irrelevant extra
characters so many billions of times. Let this serve as a
teaching story for you, Virgo. As you create innovations
in the coming weeks, be mindful of how you shape the
basic features. The details you include in the beginning
may endure.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The sadness you feel
might be the most fertile sadness you have felt in a long
time. At least potentially, it has tremendous motivating
power. You could respond to it by mobilizing changes
that would dramatically diminish the sadness you feel in
the coming years, and also make it less likely that
sadness-provoking events will come your way. So I
invite you to express gratitude for your current
sadness. That’s the crucial first step if you want to
harness it to work wonders.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Don’t hoot with the
owls at night if you want to crow with the rooster in the
morning,” advised Miss Georgia during the Miss Teen
USA Pageant. Although that’s usually good counsel, it
may not apply to you in the coming weeks. Why?
Because your capacity for revelry will be at an all-time
high, as will your ability to be energized rather than
drained by your revelry. It seems you have a special
temporary superpower that enables you both to have
maximum fun and get a lot of work done.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):During this phase
of your astrological cycle, it makes sense to express
more leadership. If you’re already a pretty good guide
or role model, you will have the power to boost your
benevolent influence to an even higher level. For
inspiration, listen to educator Peter Drucker:
“Leadership is not magnetic personality. That can just
as well be a glib tongue. It is not ‘making friends and
influencing people.’ That is flattery. Leadership is lifting
a person’s vision to higher sights, raising a person’s
performance to a higher standard, building a personality
beyond its normal limitations.”

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): “One should always
be a little improbable,” said Oscar Wilde. That’s advice I
wouldn’t normally give a Capricorn. You thrive on being
grounded and straightforward. But I’m making an
exception now. The astrological omens compel me. So
what does it mean, exactly? How might you be
“improbable”? Here are suggestions to get you started.
1) Be on the lookout for inspiring ways to surprise
yourself. 2) Elude any warped expectations that people
have of you. 3) Be willing to change your mind. Open
yourself up to evidence that contradicts your theories
and beliefs. 4) Use telepathy to contact Oscar Wilde in
your dreams, and ask him to help you stir up some
benevolent mischief or compassionate trouble.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A modern Israeli
woman named Shoshana Hadad got into trouble
because of an event that occurred long before she was
born. In 580 B.C., one of her male ancestors married a
divorced woman, which at that time was regarded as a
sin. Religious authorities decreed that as punishment,
none of his descendants could ever wed a member of
the Cohen tribe. But Hadad did just that, which
prompted rabbis to declare her union with Masoud
Cohen illegal. I bring this tale to your attention as a way
to illustrate the possibility that you, too, may soon have
to deal with the consequences of past events. But now
that I have forewarned you, I expect you will act wisely,
not rashly. You will pass a tricky test and resolve the old
matter for good.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):Want to live to be
100? Then be as boring as possible. That’s the
conclusion of longevity researchers, as reported by the
Weekly World News. To ensure a maximum life span,
you should do nothing that excites you. You should
cultivate a neutral, blah personality and never travel far
from home. Just kidding! I lied. The Weekly World News
is in fact a famous purveyor of fake news. The truth,
according to my analysis of the astrological omens, is
that you should be less boring in the next seven weeks
than you have ever been in your life. To do so will be
superb for your health, your wealth and your future. a

HOMEWORK: SEND NEWS OF YOUR FAVORITE

MYSTERY—AN ENIGMA THAT IS BOTH MADDENING AND

DELIGHTFUL. FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.

INVITES YOU TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF

RATED R FOR VIOLENCE/HORROR, BLOODY IMAGES, AND FOR LANGUAGE.  
Please note: Passes are limited and will be distributed on a first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone calls, please. Limit 
one pass per person. Each pass admits two. Seating is not guaranteed. Arrive early. Theater is not responsible for overbooking. This 
screening will be monitored for unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to bring any audio or video recording device into the 
theater (audio recording devices for credentialed press excepted) and consent to a physical search of your belongings and person. Any 
attempted use of recording devices will result in immediate removal from the theater, forfeiture, and may subject you to criminal and civil 
liability. Please allow additional time for heightened security. You can assist us by leaving all nonessential bags at home or in your vehicle.

IN THEATERS SEPTEMBER 8
Read The Book. See The Film   Soundtrack Available Now     ItTheMovie.com   #ITMovie

Tuesday, September 5th 7:00 PM
For your chance to win tickets to the advance screening visit

www.wbtickets.com/AlbiIT
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN.
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www.megamates.com  18+

Always FREE to listen

and reply to ads!

Playmates 

or soul mates,

you’ll find them

on MegaMates

Playmates 

or soul mates,

you’ll find them

on MegaMates

(505) 338-0248
Albuquerque:

REAL PEOPLE 

        REAL DESIRE 

                REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 505-338-0228
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+
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Handyman Services

w
7 STAR ELECT-PLUMB &
HVAC

www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net
505-332-8965 / Mike Bell /
Owner Electric, Plumbing, Heating
& Cooling -
mikebell711@yahoo.com

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE PHOTOS &
VIDEO

DavidMartinezPhotography.com

Legal

HEALTH/PERSONALS/MISCEL
LANEOUS: If you or a loved one
were diagnosed with ovarian
cancer after use of talc products
such as Baby Powder or Shower
to Shower, you may be entitled
to compensation. Contact
Charles H. Johnson 1-800-535-
5727.

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDYWe are

seeking healthy individuals 22-
55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for a
study of how alcohol use affects
brain functioning. The study
involves four visits at the Mind
Research Network over 18
months and each visit requires
up to 8 hours, which can be split
over multiple days. You will be
compensated at the rate of
$20/hour for your participation.
The Mind Research Network is
located on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If you

would like to be considered for
the study, please call 505-633-
4028 or email
abqdrinq@mrn.org. Please
mention âABQ DRINQ Studyâ. 

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o. M/F
with history of mental

illness for brain study. $20 per
hour. 948-3230 (HRRC # 13-
637). 

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o. M/F
for brain study. $20 per

hour. 272-0769 (HRRC # 07-
272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent

University

UNM/CNM AREA APT
Updated 1BD/1BA Apt 4
blocks from UNM/CNM @
1225 Â 1/2 Tijeras NE.
Â $550 mo INCLUDES
utilities. AC, wood floors, off
street parking. Â Call (505)
377-7630.

Misc Property

Northeast

w
12,000 SQ FT
COMMERCIAL 3300

Vassar Dr NE 884-0158 By
Owner Secure Improved Nice
Property Details on Craigslist
Lease to Own 6k per month

Wellness

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault, or
severe physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
http://bit.ly/2sP9KzP to see if
you qualify. Call 505-925-2335
or email casaastudy@gmail.com
for more info.

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for
individuals who practice massage
therapy. These registration
numbers are included in all ads
within category 300. Advertisers in
this category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do not
perform sexual massages. Any

Employment

w
NOW HIRING The
Sheraton Albuquerque

Uptown is now hiring for
various positions. Please
apply online
https://www.sheratonuptown
.com/apply. All applications
will only be accepted online.

Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown
provides equal employment and
affirmative action opportunities
to applicants and employees
without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity, national origin,
protected veteran status, or
disability.â If you need
accommodation for any part of

Body & Soul

the employment process
because of a medical
condition or disability, please
call 505 349-8024 to let us
know the nature of your
request.â 

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

w
HIRING SERVER AND
BUSBOY Samurai Grill

and Sushi Bar is hiring server,
busboy and kitchen chef!
Please submit us a copy of
your resume via person. We
are located at 9500
Montgomery Blvd NE. If you
have any questions, please call
us at 505-275-6601

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Rooms/Roommates

WESTSIDE ROOM FOR RENT
Spacious master bedroom for
rent in the Taylor Ranch area.
$600 per month with all
utilities paid and no damage
deposit necassary. Call 505-
604-9391.

Northeast

ROOM FOR RENT Quiet
Neighborhood, Shopping
Center and Bus close,
PaseoDel Norte/Wyoming, all

Utils pd, DD $200, $450/m.
Call 620-0120

Downtown

w
ROOM IN ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms to rent

in rooming house in Barelas;
walking distance to
downtown & on the bus
route; 8 rooms share 2
bathrooms and kitchen. Rent
is $395/m, util. incl., $100
dd with m-t-m lease. No pets,
kids or couples. Call (505)
379-1677

concerns regarding any of the
advertisers in this category should
be directed to: Weekly Alibi.

ASIAN MASSAGE Young,
female, Asian college student.
LMT available for massage
Monday-Friday 1-7, Saturday-
Sunday 10-8. LMT License #
8236. Call for appointment.
505-388-3723.

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Struggling
with COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby Busters
to the Baby Boomers. Distributed
throughout Abq, Rio Rancho,
Corrales, East Mountain, Bernalillo,
Placitas, Santa Fe and Los Lunas.
The Alibi is available at
restaurants, grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics, humor,
film, opinion, music, art and the
most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

BEST DANCER I EVER SAW AT A
WITHDRAWALS SHOW
You were the best dancer I ever saw at a Withdrawals

concert—and that is saying something considering how

they move a crowd. It’s been over a year, and I hope you got

the word they’re back in town this weekend. A beautiful

woman like you deserves appreciation.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Marble Brewing.

ISLETA AMPITHEATHER FOREIGNER
CONCERT
We sat together at foreigner/cheap trick/JBLZE on the

lawn. U by yourself. I was with family. We enjoyed each

other’s company. We talked about the sound effects. We

stayed till the end of the concert. you said hope we meet

again ... and i said I hope we do. However I didn’t get your

name.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where:  on 8/13/2017.

MEET ME IN MONTAUK
You always keep me guessing I never seem to know what

you are thinking. And if a “person” looks at you, it’s for sure

your little eye will be a winking. I get confused, cause I don’t

know where I stand, and then you smile, and hold my hand.

.-.. —- ...- . is kinda crazy with a spooky little “person” like

you. And just like a ghost, you’ve been a haunting my

dreams, so I’ll propose, on Halloween.

I am a Trans person (FTM). I saw a Trans person (MTF).

Where: Abracadabra.

I SAW YOU
We sat at the lawn enjoying music. I sat next to you and told

you of what a cool person to hang out with at concerts. We

got talking of all the concerts we went to. I said I am going

to go get me a drink. I ended up meeting son and sat at the

seats. After Alice Cooper concert, I went to the place u

were and I assume u left. I hope to meet you at

Foreigner/Cheap Trick concert. I have lawn tickets.and you

have a seat ticket. Hope we can get together for concert.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: Islets Ampitheather-Deep Purple concerton 8/16/2017
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Across

1 Beefeater and Bombay, e.g.
5 Twilight, poetically
10 Skiers’ lift
14 Garbage boat
15 Colorado or Missouri
16 Greek letter before kappa
17 “How well do you know
cartoon sailors” test?
19 It’s not a true story
20 Ants ___ (snack with raisins)
21 Felipe Alou’s outfielder son
23 Estonia’s second-largest city
and home to their largest
university
24 Small market increases
27 Physicist Mach
31 Like boats yet to be found,
in Battleship
32 Comment on the weather to
a Supreme Court Justice?
35 “Pull ___ chair!”
37 Jessie ___ (“Saved by the
Bell” role)
38 Plug-___ (program
extensions)
39 Person who goes around
making steaks laugh?
44 Playing form
45 2000s teen drama set in
Newport Beach
46 Creator of Eeyore
49 Belly button type
53 Stretch out
55 “___ Necessarily So”
56 Dissenter’s position
58 Quick sprint for “Late Night”
host Seth?
60 “___ White People” (2017
Netflix original series)
61 Destroy, as a recording
62 Cookie that somehow did a
Swedish Fish version
63 “Legend of the Guardians”
birds
64 The gauche half of an
etiquette list
65 “Crud!”

Down

1 Zone named for Dr.

Grafenberg
2 “I Love It” duo ___ Pop
3 Like stock without face value
4 Be in need of AC
5 Actor Kinnear of “Brigsby
Bear”
6 Kind of bar lic.
7 Egg, in biology class
8 Group that sometimes
includes Y
9 Old postal mascot who
promoted new five-digit codes
10 Co. that owns Life, Look,
and Money
11 The most famous one is
based in Vienna
12 Courtroom fig.
13 “Go team!” cheer
18 “___ the Worst” (show on
FXX)
22 “The Simpsons” disco guy et
al.
25 Ceramics oven
26 Health clinic pamphlet
subjects
28 “The Big Board,” for short
29 Back-to-school mo.
30 Innate quality

32 Hybrid J-Pop group that
debuted “Gimme Chocolate!!”
in the U.S. in 2016

33 Yardstick fraction

34 “One ___ Over the Line”

35 Major constellation?

36 Bread that gets filled

40 Cure-alls

41 Home to some one-star
reviews

42 Pillages

43 Galapagos owner

47 Having a handle?

48 First month of el aÒo nuevo

50 Crown with jewels

51 Atlas closeup map

52 Cultural value system

54 Actress Cannon of “Heaven
Can Wait”

55 States of wrath

56 It often follows “further”

57 Not preowned

59 Fig. that’s in the
neighborhood

©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “See?”—gotta keep on the ball.
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